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Timeline Questioned For Coeducation Of Greeks
BY MDCE BRADLEY

News Writer
Since the fall of 1992, when
the Board of Trustees adopted a
resolution requiring all Greek
organizations to become coeducational, the Trinity Community
has been questioning the future
of Greek life at Trinity. Now, the
timeline established by the
Board of Trustees regarding the
transition of fraternities on campus from single-sex to coeducational social groups remains undetermined.
According to the original
plan the fraternities and sororities were to have completely
made this transition by the '95'96 school year, but in an interview with AssistantDean of Students, Kirk Peters, he stated that
"the timeline may have to become more flexible."
There has been a lack of
cooperation among some of the
College's fraternities and sororities making the 1995 deadline

an overly ambitious goal. Even
thesocialgroupsthathavemade
efforts to become coed are behind schedule. Peters attributes
this to the changing image of
Greek life as it becomes coed
and failure on the part of some
organizations to establish themselves as coed.
"This is radical change,"
Peters said. "It's a hard sell if
you have been an all-male institution to attract women."
Peters said if a group made
a genuine efforttobecome coed,
there was room for flexibility in. •
the original schedule. Peters said
that some fraternities, such as
Psi-U and AD/Tri-Delta, have
established coed eating clubs as
a first step in the process of forming coed societies, but others
without such clubs may lose
their recognition by the College
if efforts are not made to form
such groups. Peters stated that
in addition to forming these
coed eating groups, those fraternities that merged with a so-

rority will co-sponsor any social event they hold.
According to Peters, \the
members of some Greek organizations'.have conflicting
views on this issue, which could
endanger their organizations
by stalling efforts to form coed
activities, such as the earing
clubs. Certain sororities and fraternities are fighting the transition, completely working
around t^ie administration, going underground, or forming
ppsed coed activities to front
'their single se"x institutions. Peters has cited Cleo, Lockwood
and St. Anthony's Hall as models of coeducational societies
on campus-—groups that have
adapted smoothly to the transition.
Jim DeMichele, a resident
at Lockwood, said that he disagreed with how the College
went about bringing on the
change,but added that the transition has been a positive
continued on page 4

Greek life at Trinity continues to be debated.

Zannoni Receives SINA Award Director Of Campus

Safety's Car Stolen

BY CINDY DARLING
News Editor
Diane Zarmoni, Professor
of Economics at Trinity, was
chosen this year as one of seven
recipients of the Southside Institutions Neighborhood Alliance (SINA) award. The award
recognizes members of the
Hartford community who have
devoted considerable time to
strengthening the neighborhood.
SINA, comprised of Trinity, Hartford Hospital, and the
Institute of Living, is an organization which is committed to
the community.
This annual award culminates in a dinner held at one of
the three institutions. This
year's dinner was held at Trinity on September 19th. According to Ivan Backer, Director of SINA, each institution
selects two people who have
demonstrated leadership in
working for the neighborhood.
As well, the institution
holding the dinner selects one
employee who has done outstanding work in the community.
The six members of the
community who were chosen,
were Julio Concepcion, a
Betances Elementary School
teacher; Ronald Cretaro of the
Capitol Region Conference of
Churches; Rosa Morales, activist from Behind the Rocks; Marc

BYJIMBARR
Editor-in-Chief

Diane Zannoni Receives SINA Award for her (CATHERINE HCICHELL
community service work.
Rubera of the Police Athletic centrates on urban issues, and
League; and Bernadine Silvers includes a two credit internof the Sheldon Oak Co-op.
ship. As well, Zannoni was
This year's recipient from one of the founders of the
Trinity was Diane Zannoni, Pro- Trinity Day Care Center,
fessor of Economics. Zannoni which provides a service for
was one of many people at Trin- Trinity, as well as for the Hartity who has worked on pro- ford community.
grams to get the Trinity students
Said Zannoni, "I'm really
out into the community.
only one among many" at
Zannoni helped to found Trinity who have worked to
the Studies in Progressive bring the school into the comAmerican Social Movements munity. "It's very nice to re(SPASM) Minor, which con- ceive the award."

Brian Kelly's car was stolen
from campus this week.
Kelly, the Director of Campus Safety, parked his car in the
Broad and Vernon Street lot
around 8 AM that morning and
didn'tknow that his car hadbeen
stolen until the Enfield Police
phoned him at 3:30 that afternoon to inform him that his car
had been recovered.
The 1991 Honda Civic was
found by a security guard at the
Phoenix Life Insurance company
in Enfield, a town just south of
the Massachusetts border. The
security guard was investigating
suspicious behavior in the
company's parking lot and discovered two Honda Civics next
to each other, both broken into.
Kelly's car had a severely damaged steering column, and the
other had a broken window and
astolenradio. Asuspectfledinto
the woods that border the parking lot when the guard approached the scene.
At 6 PM that evening, an
employee af Phoenix Life reported that her car (a third
Honda) had been stolen from the
parking lot.
Kelly's car was towed to
Hartford and the damage to the
steering column is still being repaired. The cost of repairs is

unknown.
Kelly's car was intentionally unlocked when it was stolen, a philosophy which he said
was the result of a previous experience with havinghis car broken into.
Kelly said, "If they're going
to steal your car, they're going
to steal your car." He feels that
breaking a window is trivial to a
criminal and that if you car is
going to get broken into, they
might as well not have to break
the window.
However, Kelly explained
that as Director of Campus
Safety, "We advocate locking
your car." When asked if he still
planned to keep his car unlocked, Kelly said, "I now see
the use of buying a Club."
Kelly said, "I'm a statistic
now." He added, "Fortunately
nobody got hurt. We recovered
the car almost immediately."
Kelly said that he will continue
to park in the Broad and Vernon
lot, and that statistically, the lot
is extremely safe. He noted that
his was the first car stolen from
that particular lot in at least two
years.
Since January, thirteen cars
have been stolen from the Trinity Campus. According to Kelly,
most of the cars stolen from campus are recovered, but they are
usually badly damaged or
stripped for parts.
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Editorial
Off The Record
t Trinity College, we have a serious problem.
I Everybody seems to have an opinion, but nobody is willing to stand up to give theirs. Listening to
people in the dining hall, walking down the Long
Walk, or in informal talks, we hear things: "The
Greeks shouldn't be coed." "I'm glad that the honor
code failed." "Let's put up some more gates and lock
up the campus."
Whether a member of the student body, faculty, or
staff, there are few of us who are actually willing to say
anything and put their name on it. This reaches from
the "Along the Long Walk" question in The Tripod to
the implementation of decisions made by the Trustees.
The Tripod strives to inform the campus of the
happenings in our community. Our publication is
frequently confronted with the problem of people
who are unwilling to go on the record. If a topic is of
any significance, people will dodge difficult questions and give answers that say nothing. Even when
offered anonymity, sources will speak freely only
when their remarks are preceded with "strictly off the
record."
The net result of this is that the majority of the
Trinity Community is kept in the dark. Only those
with close personal ties to the members of the administration really know what is going on. Any others
who get a hold of this information do so through the
rumor-mill.
Our campus should be a place where members of
the community can freely exchange ideas in an open
forum. If you have something to say, go out on a limb
and say it, whether or not you think it is the popular
view.
J.L.B.

James L. Barr '95
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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Office of the Dean of Students
September 29,1994
To the Trinity Community:
Thank you for your good wishes during my illness and absence from the College.
My colleagues in the Dean of Students Office deserve a special thank you for all
their extra work. Members of the President's Office and many others also
assumed additional duties.
I appreciate the kind comments in The Tripod; these, along with the cards,
flowers, etc. helped speed my recovery. It was truly moving and gratifying to
hear from so many undergraduates.
My return to the office is on a part-time basis for the moment but I am greatly
looking forward to a full-time presence in the very near future.
Sincerely,
David Winer

The Tripod
Wishes Each And
Every Member
of the Trinity
Community a
Safe & Pleasant
Open Period.

Matthew B.Heniy'96
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These participants were selected upon the basis of their involvement with the fraternities and soro/ities on campus. Tliefollowing is intended to provide different perspectives on the issue of Greek life and
mfluence at Trinity and to open up the lines of dialogue among all members of the Trinity Community in an egalitarianformal. Joan Hedrick is a member of thefaculty committee onfraternities and sororities;
Joshua Lahey is the President of a coed Greekorganization; Ashley Gilmor is tlie President of a single-sex Greek organization; and Dean David Winer of the Dean of Students Office participated in an interview.

PROFESSOR JOAN HEDRICK
Professor of History & Director of Women's
Studies

The role of the Greeks on campus
has changed substantially from the
1950's, when all Trinity undergraduates
were men. When the College admitted
women in 1969, fraternity membership
was in sharp decline and the assumption
was that the fraternities would slowly
die out. Instead, they began to gain in
membership and strength—perhaps a
defensive reaction to the movement of
women onto formerly all-male turf—and
sororities sprang up. Today the main
function of the fraternities is the organization of Trinity social life. In practice
this me ans that women are present as the
"guests" of men at all-college parties. A
number of women alumnae who responded to a questionnaire in connection with the 20th anniversary of coeducation said that they felt like "second
class citizens" at Trinity because of the
male domination of the social life. Some
went further and argued that male control of social space fostered sexual harassment of women in that space.
The faculty has twice voted overwhelmingly to abolish fraternities,
moved by a variety of arguments, strong
among them the belief that a private
organization that discriminates on the
basis of sex (and, in practice, perhaps on
ASHI.I-Y GILMOR '9?
PnviJcnt, Delta Delia Delia

When thinking about the role ot
Greeks on campus, [become increasingly concerned. Four years ago, 1
applied to a school thai had a fine
ivp LI t ation ami ing liberal arts colleges,
but stood apart from others bec.nf.se
it ga\ e the students choices.
In the years rha 11 have been here,
though, those choices have been
slowly taken away from me. The
faculty and administration have decided that we— 1H, 19,20 and 21 yearolds—are not abJe to mak« mature
decisions on our own—although
many of them were getting married
when they wore our age. This seems
very hypocritical.
Addressing the Greek i^sue directly, I will tell you candidly that I
feel sorry for the students at Trinity
College. We came here, not only to
gel an ednca tion in the textbook sense,
but to grow as individuals and to
gain insight and knowledge about
how to make decisions about our life.
If the faculty and administration do
not trust us to make our own decisions here, I hen how are we ever going to survive in the "real world?''
I firmly believe that tlie role of
Greeks on campus is a positive one.
Not only does il offer a safe nllcrnativc soiial environment to the entire
school, but it gives it-, members organizational and leadership skills that
the usual Trinity "education'' does
not always offer.
If fiafe.rnily partir* (iid not evibt
at Trinity, I assure you thai students
would venture to off-campus bars in
I liirtford. This would unnt'ce^s.irily
make students vulnerable to drunk
driving accidents as well a«s possible
unfriendly confrontation*, with local
people.
One of the reasons I admired the
Greek system at this school, when I
came, was the backseat it took in the
students' life. Students were able to

the basis of class and race) violated the
College's stated policy on non-discrimination. Many faculty also feel that the
large, alcohol-oriented events fraternities sponsor and the mentality that goes
with fraternity culture undermine the
intellectual mission of the College.
The Trustees' Directives on Coeducation took a middle ground between
these faculty views and the dominant
student view, which favors fraternities.
If the directives are complied with, by
1995 the inequities between men's and
women's control of social life may be
corrected (although this would not address the issue of class and race discrimination). So far the Greek organizations
have been slow to comply. Only the Hall
(20% women) and Cleo (45% women)
complied with the directive that by Fall
1993,10% of their members be women.
The other fraternities have no women
members. It is not clear that Lockwood,
the umbrella organization composed of
Sigma Nu and Alpha Zeta Omega, complies with the spirit of coeducation. In
fact, recently, the Commander of Sigma
Nu sent a letter to prospective brothers
that specified "Sigma Nu is not coed, but
is involved in a coed organization called
Lockwood." If tokenism and subterfuge
are the responses of the Greek organizations to the directives on coeducation,
the College may have to seek a different

choose Greek life only if they were
really interested in it. and if they were
not interested, they were not left out.
It even gave the students who were
notmembers the opportunity to "hang
out" there.
The push towards coeducation in
the fraternities and sororities takes
away from the students' right to
choose. I am tired of everything being
"politically correct." [ do not think
that everything "politically correct" is
right. How w it thai sororities are not
considered politically correct, but
single-sex schoolssuch as Mr. I lolyoke
and Smith are considered F.C. when
their entire institution lacks coeducation? What would high school students say if the choice of single sex
schools was taken away by the government? We must also remember
that, not unlike fraternities and sororities. Trinity is selective in its admission process.
When looking at the future, of
Greeks on campus (am hesitant. I see
the faculty increasingly blaming the
ills of the school on fraternities, i-'ralernitirs and sororities hnve become
the scapegoats, not only at Trinity, hut
at schools acrosf. the count ry, and Trinity has just jumped on the bandwagon • no longer setting i I sol i apart
from other institutions.
Making iraltTiiitiusnnd sororities
coeducational will not only takeaway
many positive traditions thai LhLs
school has evoked from, but it will
also take away the students' right of
choice. Wha t is w ronj; wi th men being
with men and women being with
women? We are inherently different
and that can never be changed.
Yes, we, as Cn-eks, will survive
this coeducational shift, because f personally will not let the faculty and
administration rob me of my rights. 11
is the students' school—one where we.
aretoiearnand mature, not only in the
classroom, but in our extracurricular
lives as well. It is not fair to take this
away from us.

JOSHUA LAHEY '95
President, St. Anthony Hall

The role of Greeks at Trinity is
simple: to give students the social
options this College has failed to provide. The dorm councils are ineffective and TCAC is sporadic. If fraternities have found an answer, then let
them provide a service to the College.
Ideally the role of fraternities and
sororities should be expanded to include more than just the social aspects of college life. Lectures and
debates, poetry and readings all touch
the heart of most fraternities and sororities as literary societies. Unfortunately, because of the restrictions the
College has placed upon the Greeks
we are financially strapped. Parties
are the most effective way to gather
income. When the school asked all
Greeks to go coed several years ago
only a few did willingly. Two years
ago the school demanded the Greeks
go coed. They have waited until this
year to act. In the meantime the fire
marshal has suddenly begun to cite
problems of enormous proportions
and has effectively closed many
houses. Whether the inconsistencies
•between policy and action were deliberate is up for debate.
However, by limiting the Greeks
oh campus the school has asked each
to bear considerable burden for a job
Trinity has neglected for so long.
Now, because public opinion is so
anti-Greek the school is scrambling to
create this facade of illegitimacy behind the fraternities using the issue of
coeducation as a rallying call. But
what really has occurred is that by
limiting Greeks on campus the school
strengthened the ones that existed.
Furthermore, by failing miserably in
providing a social option for students
they have handed a great deal of
power to the Greeks. Now we find
the faculty united against us, the
Trustees disunited, and an administration that looks so feeble it is afraid
to act lest it upsets the pugnacious
faculty or the sleeping giant of the
Trustees. And in the end it is the
students who are hurt. No social
options beside "an increased focus on

dorm living" and cable TV have
been suggested. Meanwhile, the
facultyplugs away ata student body
they have never tried to understand
while administration looks shyly
away pretending it does not notice
the mess it is diving into.
I believe the school is against
the Greeks. I think they have decided they should not exist here at
Trinity and have devised a plan to
meet that end: coeducation. I honestly believe that the forces aligned
against the Greeks are only using
the cause of coeducation to meet an
established goal: abolishment of
Greeks at Trinity. Sadly, by manipulating the issue the faculty has
lessened the value of a coeducational institution. I know from personal experience that coeducation
is a difficult hurdle but it is necessary and productive. To all those
still against coeducation I say to
you, why deny yourselves 50% of
your potential? If you only admit
half of the qualified people to your
house then you are not allowing
yourself your full potential. Coeducation has been a working principle at the Hall for years. Women
and men can and should coexist.
ThefutureoftheGreeksat Trinity is really unforeseeable. If I am
right and the issue is abolishment
and not simply coeducation then
this battle will be waged for several
more years. Trinity will have to go
through the motions of legitimacy
just as they did these past two years.
However, if that point is reached
the action taken will be only that:
hollow motions. I do not trust Trinity, the administration and certainly
the faculty in keeping the best interests of the students in mind. If
students want Greek organizations
to stay they must be supported financially through their alumni and
by the students who patronize them.
The best that can be hoped for is
that all the Greeks will meet the
requirements asked of them and
win this battle on their own laurels:
as providers of the only viable social option this school has.

Thefollowing is composedfrom an interview with Dean of Students David Winer as the
Dean of Students Office was unable to prepare a written statement. --

The role of Greeks on this campus,
according to Dean Winer "is both positive and negative. They are responsible for civic activities, which are positive... But at the same time, by their
very nature, they sponsor exclusivity."
This, he noted, is a concernboth among
the faculty and administration, as it is
deemed inconsistent with the policies
of this liberal arts institution. Also, he
added that Greek organizations exhibit
"behavior, which under certain conditions and certain times are less than
desirable."
However, as a professor of psychology, Winer said, "The problem is a
function of group activity. Fraternities
fall right into what's called 'crowd behavior.' If someone does something
bad, there is a diffusion of responsibility."
In addition to this, "fraternities
deny access and discriminate against
some students. I am against this... I am
against sex discrimination or discrimination based upon race or class or any

other basis."
With respect to coeducation, "I
hope that this gets away from some of
the exclusivity. Coed fraternities will
be like coed dorms... Men in the presence of women by and large tend to
learn to act responsibly with certain
exceptions.
"For some reasons—both sociological and biological—men tend to
act more mature in the presence of
women. If we continue to move towards coeducation, we are lessening
the discrimination... In this society
(Trinity College), men and women live
together and work together. It's time
the Greek organizations reflect this."
As far as the future of Greek organizations oncampus, Dean Winer said,
"We will continue to move towards
coeducation. Depending on the students, Greek life will take on more or
less important role... It is partially dependent on whatthe College provides
and partially dependent on what the
students provide for themselves."
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U.S. News And World Report Compiles Stats, Rates Colleges
BY JENNIFER MCCRARY
News Writer
Putting Ml emotion aside, there are
always numbers to be calculated when
lookingat colleges. In a time of economic
instability, fhe idea of shelling out up to
100,000 dollars for a college education is
disillusioning and frightening to most
prospective students. "The college decisionprocess is hard enough,butitis even
scarier knowing that one decision might
cost you 25,000 dollars," says freshman
Sara Kaliski.
This hesitation is the main reason
US News and World Report cites for
conducting their famed "Best Colleges"
spread. This ranking system of national
colleges in two main categories of Universities and Liberal Arts Colleges provides perspectives with an idea of where
each college stands in comparison to the
other 500 plus schools in the US. "Aside
from the Harvard and Yale's, it is hard to
determine a smaller school's competitiveness, especially when a lot of students only have a glossy view book in
front of them. The raring system offers
some sort of basis for comparison," says
Sara Jaffe, another freshman.
The rating system obviously sets
forth a scale for comparison, buthowdo
they do this? In whose opinion are these
the "top 25" schools in the nation? The
editors of USN&WR use a complicated
formula to determine a school's rank. It
is a several month process, which involves a lot pf number crunching.
The first step the magazine takes is
determining a score for the school in the
individual categories of reputation, student selectivity, faculty resources, financial resources, graduation rate and
alumni satisfaction.
This first step is a very grueling and
the most controversial aspect of the process. The student selectivity is assessed
by the number of applicants accepted for
the enteringclass, as well as the enrollee's
high school standing and SAT scores.
The selectivity score accounts for 25% of

the final score.
The faculty resources which account
for 20% of the total, are assessed in two
ways. First, the student-faculty ratio and
class size are accounted for and then the
salary of the full time professors are assessed and given a score. The financial
resources category is scored by the
amount of money spent on each student.
This figure is derived from the 1993 fiscal
expenditures divided by the total full
time enrollment at the college and accounts for 10% of the final score. The
Graduation rate, 15% of fhe final score is
taken from those in the classes of '84-'87
that graduated within six years. The
alumni satisfaction rate which only accounts for 5% of the final score is based
upon the giving rate of alum for school
fund raising activities.
The final and most important factor
is the reputation category. It accounts for
25% of the score and sometimes has the
most effect. This use of reputation in
determining quality has sent presidents
of smaller unknown schools screaming
to the editors. The editors respond saying , "fairly or unfairly, the name of a top
ranked school (on their list) on a resume
opens more doors than does a name in
the bottom tier." These individual scores
are ranked in descending order, then the
ranks are added-producing a total score
for each school. The school with the lowest total is given 100% rating and the
schools are made a percenrile from the
100% and ranked in descending order.
The process eventually spins out the Top
25 list of best Universities and best Liberal Arts Colleges.
Since USN&WR has been assessing
colleges in this manner, the list hasn't
changed much. Williams, Amherst and
Swarthmorehavebeenswitchinga^ound
in the top three since the beginning. The
same is true for this years Top 25 Liberal
Arts Colleges, with Amherst ranked
number one, Williams two and
Swarthmore three.
Trinity moved up two spots from
last year and landed in the 22nd position

Road Trirt

this year with a total score of 83%. Trinity
was ranked 27th in the reputation category which was the lowest rank in the
•category that made it on the Top 25.
Again, Trinity was last in the second
most-important category, student selectivity, with a rank oi 43rd. This rank was
determined by three separate numbers.
l4rst, Trinity's acceptance rate in the entering class was 59%, which, although
the same as Carleton's (10th), was a far
cry from Amherst's (1st) 23%. The second number in the equation was the
percentage of freshman in top 10% of HS
class., for Trinity it was 46% last year-the
lowest of the 25 schools. The last factor in
the selectivity rank? was the midpoint on
the freshmen's SAT's. Trinity's was 1180
compared to Williams's 1350.
Trinity scored better in the categories of financial resources (21st) and faculty resources (21st). Trinity spent$18,034
per student in between the $23,975 that
Swarthmore (3rd) spent and the $12,138
that College of the Holy Cross (24th)
spent. It also did considerably well in the
graduation rate category being ranked
19th over higher total ranked schools,
such as Claremont-McKenna (12th)
which had a score of 29. The final category of Alumni satisfaction gave Trinity a rank of 26th.
These seemingly abstract numbers
arecombined to provide a view of what's
out there for the prospective students.
Although not perfect, the survey takes
into account what the majority of universities, colleges, as well as guidance counselors and alum think is important in
determining a school's rank.
USN&WR explain that this is to be
used as a reference—one of the many
references used. "It is not to be used a
bible—astudentneeds tolookathis/her
own individual needs," says the magazine. It is those needs being met that is
going to make college worth the 100,000
dollars or so. As freshman Berwinne
Jqtonson says, "Just because you go to a
•top rated school doesn't mean you are
going to be happy."
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Greeks Still In Transition
f ontinui'dfrom />uje«" /

WithReading
Week around
the comer, The
Tripod staff will
be taking a two week
hiatus. The destination
is unknown, but the date
of return isvery certain.
Publication will
resume on
October 25th.

List of Top 25
Small Colleges

change for Lockwood."] low
Trinity, sol don't want to fight
the administration, f set; a lot
of benefits that have come
from this," DeMichele said.
AshleyGilmor, President
of Tri-Deltd, said, "We will
survive this coeducational
hhifl," but btill complained
thai it was not done fairly.
President of St. Anthony

Hall, Joshua I^alicy, declared,
"Women and men can and
should coexist," but ho bolieved that "the forces aligned
against the Greeks are only
using the onis* of coeducai ion
to abolish Greeks at Trinity. If
so, the battle will be waged for
several more years/'
Peters was optimistic
about the future of coed fraternities, and felt that they will

flourish in the coming \vais.
He also fe.ired that lack of cooperation among some fraternities could change the picture of Greek life at the college
within the next few years.
Peters concluded," I don't
think the number of organizations we had last year will be
around two years fromnow....
but we have an obligation to
support these coed groups."

We'll give youthe boot...
and a whole lot more
• Semester or year at SU's Florence Center
a Courses taught in English or Italian
• SU credit available in pre-architecture, architecture,
liberal arts, and studio arts
a Live with Italian hosts (limited apartment space
available)
• Trips to Rome, Venice, Assisi, San Gimignano,
and Siena
• Courses available at the University of Florence
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
Academic scholarships and study abroad grants

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD • 119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York ±3244-4170

1-800-235-3472 • 315r443-3471
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Carillon Bells Ring WithNewClarity
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
Announcements Editor

Recently, the Chapel Bells at Trinity
have been ringing with new clarity. The
bells' improved sound is the result of a
month long restoration project. The
project was initiated by Daniel K. Kehoe,
the Trinity cariUonneur, who felt that the
bells were in need of restoration before
permanent damage due to erosion took

form a guild of carillonneurs of North
America, because of his enthusiasm fdr
the carillon. The summer carillon concerts on the main quad draw from the
greater Hartford community and are
widely appreciated.
The project was undertaken by John
Wooley, Director of Facilities .Management, Reverend Nancy Charles and the
Vice President and Treasurer of the College. The project cost a little more than

Daniel K. Kehoe, stated that "the restoration was long
over due, the sixty years since its installation in 1932
have been hard on the carillon, and it was deteriorating
rapidly."
place.
The first thirty bells of the carillon,
which the Trinity Community hears ringing so frequently lately, were a gift from
Reverend and Mrs. John F. Plumb in
1932. The Reverend and Mrs. Plumb
donated the carillon in memory of their
son, John Langdon Plumb, class of 1926.
Later the carillon was expanded to forty
nine bells due to the generosity of Miss
Florence S. Marcy Crofut, who passed
away in 1974.
The carillon has been along-standing tradition at Trinity and Kehoe was
afraid that the instrument might be irreparably damaged without restoration.
Kehoe stated that "the restoration was
long over due. The sixty years since its
installation in 1932 have been hard on
the carillon, and it was deteriorating rapidly."
Former President Ogilby worked to

four hundred thousand dollars. Finances
for the restoration came in part from
donations provided by the summertime
listeners of the carillon concerts on. the
main quadrangle.
, ;
When restoration began the bells
were found to be in a further state of
deterioration than expected. If the restoration of the carillon had been delayed a
few years the bells would have been in
danger of cracking or falling from the
chapel tower to their destraction. Replacement of the forty-nine bell'carillon
would have cost over five hundred thousanddollars.
Therestorationhasleftthebellswith
a clear sound. Kehoe stated that the
restoration was "a long time iri coming,"
and expressed his gratitude to John
Wooley, Bob Pedemonti and Reverend
Charles who worked to instrument the
project.
The restoration of the Chapel Bells was undertaken last week.

Eqr once, a cut in
educational spending that
actually helps students.
Pacer Macmlosb'7100/668/250,
Maantoi? Color Display, AppleDesigr,
Keyboard and mouse.

PowermaantoaT 7100/668/250
with CD-ROM, Apple-Multiple Scon ISDfylay,
Keyboard and mouse.

With Applet special low student pricing, you can get a terrific deal on Macintosh*
the best-selling personal computer on college campuses today. You can choose the affordable Macintosh Performa* which comes complete with lots of powerful software to help
get you through college. You can also choose the portable Apple* PowerBook* or Ihe Power

Macintosh™- the worlds fastest Mac™ And because Macintosh is still the easiest personal computer, you wont have to dig through complex manuals. Plus, with low student pricing, a Mac
is as easy to afford as it is to use. All of which makes it the ideal time
to
£
discover the power all college students need. The power to be your best!

powen

For further information visit the Computer Store
in the MCEC, Room115 or call 297-2007

USSA SMITH
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Around
Trinity
Road Trip!
Reading Week is almost upon
us, and Around Trinity would like to
offer some suggestions for where to
go during the week. While the name
was changed to Reading Week from
"Open Period," the modus de
operandus is still "Get the hell outta
here." The week off is great for
getting caught up in your work and
getting some extra Z's, but no matter how much work you have, you
can always venture off the campus
and experience the Real World.
Here are some suggestions:
This is a fabulous time for frolicking in the fantastic fall foliage.
The farther north you go, the better
the leaves get, and the more maple
syrup for sale. Take off and go
hiking in Vermont or Maine. Just
remember to grab a jacket. Watch
out for "General Stores."

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Internship:
Lectures:
The Watkinson Library will be hosting a
lecture by Professor Joan
D. Hedrick, Professor of
History and Director of
Women's Studies, on
"Harriet Beecher Stdwe:
Literary Woman." The
talk is to celebrate the 25th
anniversary of women at
Trinity. The event will
take place Thursday, October 13th, at 4:30 PM.
Additionally, as part
of the celebration, Thalia
Selz, the writer in residence, will be doing a
reading of "The Luck of
the Find/'' This event will
take place at the Reese
Dining Room of the Smith
House, on Thursday October 6th at 12:15 PM.

Boston.
By far, the coolest city north of
New York City. No 96-Tic Big Hair
around there, go to Cambridge or
Kenmore Square and do the tourist
thing at Quincy market. Go to a
coffee house or a comedy club. If
you go to a bar, watch out for the
Scorpion Bowl.

New York City.
Don't get too caught up in the
"Home Alone 2" theme. Also, don't
buy any fake Rolexes. Go for the
ethnic food and then check out the
Village and Tower Records.

Washington DC.
Not quite out of range if you're
willing to drive a while. Besides the
Smithsonian and tourist crap,
Georgetown is cool and there are
some sweet restaurants in Adam's
Morgan.

OH MY GAWD!
"The Jersey Shore" Around
Trinity is going for the culturally
devoid reading week jaunt and is
planning on Weekend 'O Sin 1994
with a trip to Atlantic City. Hopefully we can see some really cheezy
shows or something equally as
tacky. The people watching should
be muy bien.
Whatever you do this Reading
Week, don't read too much and try
to do something different. Chili's,
TGI Friday's, UNO's, McDonald's,
Burger King, and especially
Marriott are strictly forbidden.

Formal Dinner?
What the hell was that in
Mather last week? Sources say that
Marriott launched into full scale
competition withSt. Anthony Hall's
Formal Dinner™. Mather was
graced with tablecloths, candles and
the employees were dad in Tuxedoes. Missing: The wine list, brie,
stone crackers, wait service, and a
snobby maitre d'.

Dance Concert:
The Austin Arts Center
will present the dances
and music of the Southern
Slavic Nations and War,
such as war-torn Bosnia.
One of the best known professional ethnic folk arts
companies; Zivali, will be
performing; The dances
will represent the culture
of the Gypsy and Muslim
peoples. This event will
take place on Saturday, October 8th at 8 PM.

New
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Concert:

A legislative Internship
is begin offered to work
with the Connecticut General Assembly. This is an
opportunity for interested
Trinity students to discover firsthand the inside
workings of government.
An informational meeting
will be held on Thursday,
October 20th at 4:00 PM.
in Seabury 305.

The Trinity College
Chapel will present the English concert organist
Nicolas Kynaston, a
former
organist
in
London's Westminster
Cathedral. Mr. Kynaston
will perform "Clarence
Watters Memorial Recital," as well as, works
Bach, Dupre, Liszt, Mozart
and Reger. This event will
take place at the Trinity
Chapel on Sunday, October 9th at 3:00 PM. GenPoetry Contest:
The Connecticut Poetry eral admission will be
Circuit will be selecting $5.00 and $3.00 for seniors
four or five undergradu- and students.
ate poets to tour colleges
ancl read their own poetry.
If you are interested in rep- Chapel Happenings:
resenting Trinity, submit Tuesday-Thursday
three copies of three pages 5:00 PM. Evening Worship
of poetry to Hugh Ogden Sunday
in the English Department 1:00 PM. Holy Eucharist
by Wednesday, October The Reverend Nancy
19th at 4:00 PM. The sub- Charles, Chaplain
mission should include the 3:00 PM. Organ Recital
student's name , address Nicolas Kynaston, English
concert Organist
and phone number.
5:00 PM. Roman Catholic
Mass, The Reverend
Poetry Reading:
Raymond Smialowski
The Poetry Center is Monday
presenting Jay Meek, au- 5:00 PM. Evening Worship
thor of the successful,
Send Your
book of poems Windows,
in a poetry reading at the
Announcements
Faculty Club on October
to the Tripod!
6th at 4:00 PM.
Box 702582

at.

Cinestudic
Belle Epoque:

Wed -Sat 7:30

(Spain, 1994) Director: Fernando Trueba. Screenplay by RafaelAzcona. Cast Jorge Sanz,MaribleVerdu, Penelope Cruz.
This year's Academy Award for Best Foreign Film went to Belle Epoque. A sensualist's day dream of a young man's
adventures in love in the midst of the Spanish Civil War. A deserter from the army, Fernando is taken in buy an eccentric
artist who hides him in his villa, where he is entranced in turn by each of the man's four daughters. There is_a generosity of
spirit in this enjoyable film, with all of the women blithely free to pick and choose their lovers from a position of power.

My Life's in Turnaround:

Fri-Sat 9:50

(1994) Written and Directed by Eric Shaeffer and Donal Lardner Ward. Cast: Eric Shaeffer, Donal Lardner Ward, and
Lisa Gerstein. When a real life cab driver and a bartender from NYC make a comedy about a "cab driver and bartender out
to make their first film," you can be sure that the independent film scene is in for a spoof of the highest order. Schaeffer and
Lardner Ward play a couple of self-titled Yackers,( half yuppie and half slacker) whose laid-back attitude is energized by the
fear that "Were just gonna die weird and dumb."

Where the Rivers Flow North:

Sun-Tues 7:30

(1994) Director: Jay Craven. Screenplay by Craven and Don Bredes, based on the novel by Howard FrankMosher. Cash
Rip Torn, Tantoo Cardinal, Michael J. Fox. A made in Vermont movie that brilliantly makes the case for regional filmmaking.
Hollywood could have easily fumbled this story of a pickly Yankee fisherman (Torn) and his Native American companion/
housekeeper ( Cardinal) who lock horns with a power company that lusts after their land. Tom is an unpredictable force of
nature and actree Tantoo Cardinal (Dances with Wolves) plays a foul mouthed movie fan who eclipses the stereotype of the
noble Native American.

O

HOW TO KEEP PEOPLE'S
HANDS OFF YOUR MONEY.
V

Carry only enough cash to last the day.
Anyone who tries to borrow your last five spot
isn't a friend, anyway.

v

Label your spare-change jar "beetle farm."
Then, put your beetle farm in a jar labeled
"spare change."

ft

Mark up every space on checks.
Don't leave room for someone to fill in their
name and extra zeros.

ft

Keep your wallet in your front pocket.
It discourages pickpockets. So does wearing
really tight pants.

ft

Put your picture on your credit card.
A Citibank Photocard is tough for anyone else
to use, unless they look just like you.

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.5
To apply, call 1-800-CiTIBANK.
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The Heir Apparent A Look At Eunice S. Groark
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
Metro-Hartford Writer

Eunice Strong Groark is the gubernatorial candidate for the A Connecticut
Party and has served as lieutenant governor for the past four years under Lowell
Weicker. As a candidate, she has several
advantages because of the position she
holds; as well as, a large amount of political baggage that could threaten her
chance for victory come November.
Groark is found stressing her connection with Weicker on certain issues;
consequently, the "Weicker-Groark administration" is a heavily used phrase in
her campaign literature and press releases.
Her campaign stresses the business
tax cuts that were launched under the
administration. And sheTs also pledging
more cuts that will total around $350
million.
Groark proposes the creation of research centers which she feels will allow
Connecticut to become a haven for small
businesses. Another point that the campaign is fond of using is that the job
market in Connecticut has been on the
rise for the past 18 months.

She also stresses rebuilding
Connecticut's cities. The campaign notes
that the business tax cuts will help bring
more jobs in the cities and Groark also
points to crime as a major detriment to
the growth of Hartford, Waterbury,
Bridgeport, and New Haven.
Like Weicker, the lieutenant governor sees adding more prisons as an essential in fighting crime. Taking the same
position as her boss, Groark also is a firm
believer in certain forms of gun control
and feels that strict enforcement is vital
to any such plan.
Community policing is another step
against crime that Groark stresses and
she also feels that state funded community activities will allow "our children
alternatives to gangs." She also favors
maintaining the death penalty in certain
circumstances.
However, just as Eunice Groark
runs on the accomplishments of Lowell
Weicker, she is also forced to defend his
administration as well. The unpopular
income tax was a creation of the governor and the tax bill was brought to Groark
to break the tie in the statehouse. She
approved it, as did Weicker. This action
has made her a prime target for two of

her opponents, Republican candidate
John Rowland and Independence Party
candidate Tom Scott.
However, Groark can face these
critics with the reduction of the $1 billion
state deficit since Weicker took over. Now
the hudget has beenbalanced for the past
three years.
Property taxes also promises to be a
hot campaign issue in this election pe-

in the House of Representatives and his
services as a lobbyist for business that
werepullingjobsoutofthestate. Groark
is bound to capitalize on this topic.
Groark is trying to appeal to specific groups with her campaign. She attempts to draw the women and feminist
voters with her pro-choice stance on abortion and with her choice of Audrey Rowe
as lieutenant governor. She is also trying

The campaign stresses the independence of the GroarkRowe ticket from the two major parties and hopes voter
apathy toward both Democrats and Republicans is the
right formula to victory.
riod. Groark claims that aid authorized
by the Weicker administration helped
keep property taxes down while Democraticnominee Bill Curry claims the taxes
are too high and wishes to reduce them
by $800 million.
The lieutenant governor has also
begun to launch her own attacks, primarily at Rowland. In a radio advertisement, Rowland's statement of "I'm not
talking about the past" is used with references to the 108 checks he overdrafted

to coerce enough moderates from
Rowland and Curry to be the victor in
November.
The campaign is stressing the independence of the Groark-Rowe ticket
(Rowe is mentioned heavily compared
to the other lieutenant gubernatorial
nominees) from the two major parties
and Groark is hoping that the voter apathy toward both Democrats and Republicans will be the right formula to a victory for her and Audrey Rowe.

Quizshow: Scandalous TV Gameshow Wins With Critics
BY LAURA DUNLEAVY
&KIRSTENHOEHN
Metro-Hartford Writers

Laura: Quiz Show will make you
look at Jeopardy in a whole new light.
Directed by Robert Redford, this movie
shows you the behind the scenes corruption of apopular 1959 gameshow, Twenty
One. Herbert Stemple (John Turturro) is
the reigning champ on Twenty One until
the ratings start to plateau- the producers need someone new to take his place

whether Charlie will admit his guilt or
uphold his false image as America's favorite intellect. Will it be TV, or Charlie,
who suffers in the end?
Quiz Show was well done in every
aspect. The acting, directing, and story
line were all excellent. Ralph Fiennes
does a particularly good job as a man
torn between telling the truth or saving
his family and his own reputation. Despite the fact that he has done wrong, the
viewer somehow wants things to turn
out all right for him. Rob Morrow is also

Redford's thought provoking movie makes us look at the
willingness of the American public to accept what the
media dishes out.
since the American public is getting tired
of him and I Love Lucy is beating them in
the ratings. When Charlie Van Doren
(Ralph Fiennes), son of the famous poet
Mark VanDorren, shows up to try out for
Tic Tac Dough he is spotted by one of the
producers— his good looks and elitist
background are just the kind of new
image they want.
The producers inform Stemple that
his time in the spotlight is over and tell
him to answer incorrectly to a question
(although supposedly all the questions
are sealed in a Manhattan Bank vault
until show time). Stemple is angeredespecially at the fact that they tell him to
loose on an easy question about the Oscars. To further ensure victory, the
producers give Van Dorren a question
heard before in his pretrials. Far from
being intellects, the contestants on
Twenty One are more like overpaid
actors. Despite some hesitation, Stemple
does answer incorrectly and Van Doren
becomes the new champ.
However, as the weeks pass and
Van Doren becomes more and more of
an American hero, Stemple begins to
want revenge. His promised appearance on a panel show never happens, so
Stemple decides he is going to get even
and uncover the fraud going on. A fledginglawyer,workingforthecongressional
committee on oversight, reads about
Stemple's fraud appeals and the fact that
the presentment was sealed to the public. Suspecting something fishy, Dan
Goodwin (Rob Morrow) heads to New
York to check things out. Goodwin almost falls for the TV's cover-up but when
Stemple reveals that he was given the
answers prior to the shows, Goodwin
decides he is going to "put TV on trial."
As the case unfolds, the viewer wonders

impressive (although his Bostonian accent is a little annoying). He is torn
between his desire for justice and his
personal liking of Charlie. Like the
viewer, Morrow wants Charlie to be able
to walk away from this unharmed. John
Turturro's portrayal of the frantic and
determined Herbert Stempel is entertaining as well. Redford's thought provoking movie makes us look at the willingness of the American public to accept
what the media dishes out. Far from
being mere entertainment, the media
shapes much more of our public opinion
then I think we would like to admit. And
I always thought Alex Trebek seemed
like a pretty decent guy.
Kirsten: The movie Quiz Show revolves around a television game show of
thel950's. The events craftily portrayed
by Robert Redford, the director, describe
a true story. The name of the game was
Twenty-One. The point was to answer
trivia items until you arrived at the required number of points. The winners
became famous across America and supposedly inspired youth to strive in their
academic careers. Everything seems to
work perfectly for the network, NBQ
their ratings never dropping below a
certain point. The first winner we meet,
an unattractive Jew played by John
Tuturro, starts to plateau in popularity
and is somehow dethroned by a young,
good-looking gentile, played by Ralph
Finnes. The trick behind NBC's ratings
success is that none of the winning contestants actually know everything asked
of them. Answers are extensively studied and practiced before the live airing of
this broadcast. Hand movements, verbal expressions, and eye-rollings are all
reviewed so the contestant knows how

Aicvie Review
to appear anxious and then pleasantly
relieved. NBC no longer cared about
honesty and presenting reality; the bottom line was money for both the contestants and the network, all players involved were willing to sacrifice the truth.
NBC was now in the entertainment business.
The movie's climax involved a congressional hearing into NBC's apparent
deceit. All the main characters were
involved with this emotional scene and
demonstrate their incredible acting abilities. The lawyer uncovering the scandal
for the government, who also stars in
Northern Exposure, was faced with extremely difficult moral conflicts as were

the actual contestants. His conflicts appear extremely real to the audience, eliciting tears from many. The only annoying part of the whole movie was the
attorney's accent, a very exaggerated
Boston variation. All the actors and actresses in this movie do a fantastic job.
Even very minor roles are played extremely well and add to the movie's extensive framework of characters.
The rendition of a 1950's game show
is very authentic as are the rest of the
props and settings throughout the film.
Quiz Show is very engaging; grabbing
your attention throughout the movie. I
would definitely recommend this to everyone.

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
936 Silver Lane, East Hartford, 568-8810
shows after 11 P.M. on weekends only
Timecop
True Lies
The Next Karate Kid
Fresh
Clear and Present Danger
Forrest Gump
Natural Born Killers
Terminal Velocity
Trial By Jury
Milk Money
Princess Carabou
Corrina, Corrina

1:00,1:25, 3:00, 3:30, 5:05, 5:25
7:20,7:45,9:35,10:10
J:05, 4:00, 7:00, 9:45
1:20, 3:25, 5:30, 7:40

1:55,4:40,7:15,9:55
1:30, 4:15, 7:05, 9:45
1:20, 4:10, 7:00, 9:40
1:35,4:05,7:10,9:30
1:15, 3:20,5:20, 7:30,10:10

J0:05
1:45,4:30,7:35,9:55
1:10, 3:15, 5:15, 7:25, 9:25
1:50,4:35,7:50,10:15

CINEMA CITY
235 Brainard Road, Hartford, 549-0030
airly shows on Saturdays and Sundays only
Priscilla Queen
Barcelona
In the Land of the Deaf
Eat Drink Man Woman

1:05,4:30,7:35,9:50
1:30,4:20,7:25,9:45
7:35,9:40
1:15,4:05,7:15,9:40
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The Little Buddha Will Return to Kashmir's Soon
BY MELEWDA LEONARD &
MEADOW DAVIS
Metro-Hartford Writers

There was a time when I thought
parent's weekend was only a ploy for
Trinity parents to come to Trinity and
make purchases from the school store;
however, this being my last parent's
weekend, I realized it was something
else all together. It is a time for students
to wean a free meal from their parents.
Unfortunately, Melinda and myself did
not belong to this luck-ridden list of students and we were prepared to eat in an
empty dining hall. Luckily, we were
saved by The Tripod and got to go out to
the Kashmir restaurant.
The decor alone merits a trip to Kashmir- fruity pink satin billowing from the
ceilings, funky Indian miniatures on the

We chose a booth and sat down at
the table set with "hammered gold"
plates. Unfortunately, these were removed at the time we ordered so it became apparent that they were only for
show.
The menu was endless with numerous options ranging from lamb and beef
entrees to a selection from "Nature's
Garden's" for vegetarians. There is also,
for those interested, a more intimate setting, a course called "The Romantic
Feast." For only $45, two people can
enjoy a twenty course meal served in a
romantic fashion. Maybe next time!
We started our unfortunately unromantic feast with three appetizers:
Bagoni-eggplant fritters, Piazi- onion fritters, and vegetables samosas- vegetables
with a pastry. These came with a slightly

The decor alone merits a trip to Kashmir-fruity pink
satin billowing from the ceilings, funky Indian miniatures
on the walls, accompanied by sitar music frittering
through the low lit room.
walls, accompanied by sitar music frittering through the low lit room.
This is the environment that we entered last Thursday, armed withy the
knowledge that our meal was on Trinity.
We were seated almost immediately and
due to the fact that the room was almost
empty, we had our choice of tables. Since
it was at 6 PM on a Thursday night, a
fairly popular time to dine, and we had
no problem getting a table; it can be safe
to assume that reservations are not a
necessity at this Wethersfield location.

spicy sauce called "Tamarino Sauce" and
some very hot onion chutney. The appetizers came very quickly, I would venture to say within five minutes after our
ordering.
After snacking on our appetizer selections, the main course arrived at our
table. First to be placed before our gaping eyes onto the table was a large dish
filled with Basmai rice. This accompanied the two dishes we had ordered
which were two overflowing bowls.
Meadow had ordered chicken korma

Our two restaurant reviewers.
which had pieces of chicken in a delicately spiced yogurt sauce. This entree
would be good for those whose stomachs cannot handle spicy hot curry. But,
for those with inclinations towards spicier
foods, or for those desiring only vegetarian foods, there is Melinda's selection of
channa algo marsala which hadchick peas
and potatoes in a spicy sauce.
They offer a wide selection of breads
to accompany every meal. We chose
chapati, an unleavened white bread, perfect for dipping in the sauces and also
paratha, a heavier bread filled with potatoes and spices. All parts of the meal
were delicious and perfectly complemented by a "Taj Mahal," a 24 oz. Indian
beer with an Eastern twist on the West's
favorite barley beverage- in the words of
Trinity's own beer connoisseur, Raffi

FILE PHOTO

Khatchadorian.
The food is relatively in expensive,
especially for the generous portions being handed out. AE of the above cost
under $40 and left us beyond the point of
satisfaction. As you depart from this
amazing establishment, you are offered
toothpicks and seeds called "anise" which
allow you to cleanse your mouth of the
spicy taste. This place was a pleasant
surprise, really good Indian cuisine at
reasonable prices. It is highly recommended.
To get to Kashmir, you take a right
onto Broad Street until you hit Kenneth
Avenue. Take a left onto Kenneth which
will turn into Adelaide Street. Stay on
Adelaide until you enter Wethersfield.
Almost immediately, Kashmir will be
onto your left.

Blind Date Restaurant Reviews
Once again, The Tripod will be sending students out, to review restaurants. Sign
yourself up and you could be set up on a blind date restaurant review. We'll send you and
a mysterious other member of the Trini ty Community out on the town to meet each other,
grab dinner, and review the restaurant.
We'll cover up to $40, and all you and your da te have to do is describe your experience
at the restaurant and how you two got along. Sorry, you won't get to meet Chuck Wollery.

Drop us a line and we'll set you up!
Be sure to include your name, box number, extension, and class year.
Send it to:
Metro-Hartford, Box 702582.

Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
Manager
Owner
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
67 1/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493

TheIndividual
Writing
Center
Tutoring Services
Located at 115 Uernon St.

Hours*
Monday through Friday
1:00 - 4:00 PM

Monday through Thursday
6:30 - 9:30 PM
Late nfeht hours in Mather Hall
Sun and Mon 10 PM 'til Midnight
Drop in or call 2468 for
an appointment.

ARTS
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Featuring Mark Morris's Critically Acclaimed "The Office':

Zivili: Slavic Dance And Music Group To Perform One Show
BY PAUL SULLIVAN
Arts Editor

Zivili is coming. And their only
New England appearance is at Trinity on
Saturday, October 8 at 8:00 P.M..
Based in Columbus, Ohio, Zivili was
founded in 1973 to perform the southern
Slavic dances and music of the former
Yugoslavia. They have toured in the
Midwest and the East Coast as well as a
1980 stint in the former Yugoslavia.
Pamela Lacko Kelly and Melissa
Pintar Obenauf, the choreographers and
cofounders, are of Croatian descent but
have worked hard to create an ethnically
diverse program. The performances of
the group's thirty singers, dancers, and
musicians are divided ethnically into
pieces from Macedonia,, Bosnia, Serbia,
and Gypsy, with Croatia at both the beginning and end.

"One reservation I had," said Austin Arts Center Director Jeffry Walker,
"was that I wasn't certain to what degree
Muslim people were represented."
Walker was assured by Zivili that Muslims are addressed musically although
absent from the actual dances.
The centerpiece of their performance
is a dance piece created specifically for
Zivili by the internationally respected
choreographer Mark Morris called "The
Office.' This piece has received critical
acclaim in The New York Times and Tire
Wall Street Journal in addition to several
smaller publications.
The Journal said of "The Office', "the
use of folk motifs in the dancing and of
music imbued with a spirit of Slavic culture evokes an atmosphere of political
oppression." Yet it continued by saying
that Morris uses the folk-base to speak
more universally to human frailty and

Zivili's traditional Slavic folk costumes and instruments,

COURTESY aviu DANCE COMPANY

JEFFGOTSCHAUorris's "The Office" as seen at the Ohio
Theatre World Premiere.
vulnerability.
choreography."
The Office' is not Morris's first ex"My intention was to keep the cutposure to Slavic dances. As a boy, he had ting edge on the performance, by bookbeen a member of the Koleda Balkan ing it this early in the theater season,"
Dance Ensemble in Seattle, so he has said Walker, "there is a new sense of
practiced the ethnic movements and hopefulness that the conflict will be resolved."
rhythms that guide Zivili.
As Walker said, the combination of
Morris's familiarity with ethnic folk
dancing was essential in the creation of Morris and Slavic dances is a very unique
The Office' Although quite modern, it occurrence. Zivili's Yugoslavian roots
contextually meshes with the traditional only increase the poignancy and timelimovements and patterns of the Slavic ness of this performance.
Trinity is very fortunate to have
folk dances.
The musical basis for 'The Office' is Zivili coming for a one night stay on the
Dvorak's Five Bagatelles for String Quar- east coast Those who attend will hopetet and Harmonium, because, as The Times fully depart with a perception of southsaid, "Dvorak's love for folk-dance ern Slavic nations other than the one
rhythms provided an apt impetus for the presented by the media.

Jonson Exhibition Focuses Attention On The Simpler Things
BY BEE BORNHEIMER
Arts Editor

the CLT, it is interesting to see that same
kind of affinity for simplicity and suggestion over exact representation. One
advertisement poster for the CLT's pro-

The new exhibition at the Widener
Gallery in Austin Arts should appeal to duction of The Trojan Women and Medea
theater lovers and visual arts lovers alike, stood out in particular.
as it combines the two branches in "PoA blue figure stands at the bottom of
etry of the Theater: Raymond Jonson and the poster, not overtly defined, but clearly
the Chicago Little Theater Years."
human. Running vertically along each
Although many of the works are side of the poster are thin red lines mean t
paintings unrelated to the Chicago Little to represent the crags of a cliff, and at the
Theater (CLT), the main focus of the ex- bottom two red strips indicating a fiery
hibition is on the productions at the CLT. sunset over the cliffs. Such is the subtle
Set designs and promotional posters line representation of the landscape scene,
the walls of the gallery, offering a glimpse with no unnecessary ornamentation or
into the history of the CLT and the in- design.
volvement of Jonson andhispeers, B.J.O.
The artistic renditions of the set deNordfeldt and J. Blanding Sloan in the signs are the pieces that will draw the
shows of the CLT.
mixed crowd of theater lovers and visual
Both the paintings and the works of arts lovers. The set designs clearly rethe CLT share the common theme of quire the same artistic effort as far as
simplicity in composition and style. The composition and color is concerned.
first painting to see as one enters the There is then the added task of anticipatgallery is entitled Figure Composition, by ing the type of interaction that will occur
B.J.O. Nordfeldt. Thesubjectof the paint- between the set designs and characters
ing is simple in itself, a man waiting on in the plays.
another man and woman. Yet the simMany of Jonson's set designs in the
plicity of the composition does not make Widener Gallery are from Bernard Shaw's
for a dull piece; the painting bursts with The Philanderer} the actual programs from
color shown in each solid surface, mak- the play at the CLT are on a glass-case
ing something as plain as a the back- display in the gallery as well, along with
ground into a tapestry design.
other pieces of memorabilia from the
This kind of technique in which a Chicago Little Theater's past.
simple surface is transformed into a comThese set designs carry the theme of
plex design is also evident in Jonson's simplicity as well, with Jonson's use of
Figure Study-Girl. Both Jonson and high vertical lines and stark interior decoNordfeldt avoid the tendency of some ration. The title of the collection, "Poetry Set for the National Tour of The Trojan
artists to rely heavily on exact photo- of the Theater", might refer to these set the right, two chairs and a sofa are the
graphic representation in their works.
designs and the way in which they added only objects furnishing the stage. AcJonson's Figure Study-Girl allows to the dynamics of each production.
cording to Arthur Feinsod, who orgathe viewer to be aware of what the actual
With just the essentials on the stage, nized the exhibition, Jonson "chose to
subject must have looked like as Jonson Jonson elevated the importance of each use the high vertical lines of blue panels
was painting her; however, one also can item that was included. The lack of adorn- and archways to dwarf and depersonalize
see the highlights and shading that are ment leads the audience's eyes to any the human figures below."
The pieces on display in "Poetry of
creations all Jonson's own. Yellows, blues, object they see. In one design for Shaw's
reds, pinks all abound in the background The Philanderer, the walls are bare with the Theater" create a diverse collection.
of this work, yet one is led to believe that the exception of some blue panels and a The display not only features the works
the actual background is really a pure sign hanging above the fireplace pro- of various different artists, it also brings
together works that are so different in
white.
claiming "Silence".
With the posters and set designs for
A ladder to the left, a bookshelf to function and medium that one wouldn't

Women .

EUGENE HUTCHINSON

expect to find them in the same collection. Their common thread is the men
who produced them; the collection is not
just the works in themselves, but also the
relationship between the styles of these
men.
One can see clear influences of one
artist in the work of another. With the
CLT advertisement posters, the set designs,andtheglassdisplayof CLT memorabilia, one can also become acquainted
with a little bit of the history of this "art
theater."
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Dave Matthews Band's CD: Is It The Best Of What's Around?
BY BEE BORNHEIMER
Arts Editor

songs 'Ants Marching'. I have
always loved the phrase of this
song- "and remembers being
The Dave Matthews Band small, playing under the table
has at last signed onto a major and dreaming." With the exceprecording label; their new re- tion of maybe Jimi Thing, each'
lease Under the Table and Dream-selection on the disc offers the
ing marks their first appear- same level of depth in the lyrics.
ance on RCA. Their two previAs for the songs that the
ous CDs, Remember Two Things Dave Matthews Band did chose
and Recently, were released on to put on the disc, they truly
Bama Rags, which is the DMB's scored. Previously hard to find
independent label.
songs like The Best of What's
I ran into a bit of difficulty Around', 'Rhyme or Reason',
in reviewing this CD because I 'Lover Lay Down', 'Jimi Thing'
realized that the sound of a band and 'Warehouse' show up on
on CD is so completely differ- this CD, along with some of
ent from their sound on boot- Dave's old favorites, 'Ants
legs. I would imagine that many Marching' and 'Satellite'. The last
Dave fans understand the posi- song on the disc, '#34', is dedition I am taking here. We have cated to a onetime member of
grown accustomed to the the band, Miguel Valdez, who
unique bootleg sound of the died in the Fall of 1992.
Dave Matthews Band. We have
As I mentioned before, the
grown to love Dave's quirky sound of a CD is-vastly different
asides as he trots from song to from the sound of abootleg. One
song. Its part of his charm, right? might be led to believe that a CD
So I have tried to leave all is naturally of better quality than
these prejudices aside and re- bootlegs; this is what I thought
view the CD from an entirely would be the case before I heard
differentperspective. What still any of the Dave Matthews Band
holds true on the CD, as on the CD's. Yet I have found myself
bootlegs, is Dave's talent for wrinkling my nose at each of the
creating poetry in his songs. A CD's upon first few listens.
great bonus on this CD is the
My friend Kerry, another
title, Under the Table and Dream- big Dave Matthews Band fanlike
ing , which fans will recognize myself helped me realize what
from one of their most popular the problem was. What makes

us like the band so much is the
unique combination of drums,
guitar, bass, saxophone and of
course, Boyd Tinsley on the violin. When the DMB made the
big leap to CD, it seemed that
the strength of these sounds
were muted.
Maybe it was because of
the nature of CD's, and the inability of a recording studio to
capture to essence of the DMB
sound. Maybe it's an attempt by
the band to become more mainstream sounding and letting
RCA maneuver their sound so it
will appeal to a wider audience.
Who can say? In any case, the
result feels sort of hollow and
synthesized.
As I write this, I feel pangs
of guilt for criticizing the DMB's
big break in the CD world. I
would consider myself a loyal
fan, which is probably why the
move from bootlegs to CDs has
traumatized me so much. Furthermore, I have elicited responses from other people about
the disc and received only rave
reviews. I think by criticizing
this disc so much, I might be
leading the reader to believe that
it has no redeeming qualities.
This is not the case.
On my scale, anything that
the Dave Matthews Band produces will inevitably be better

COURTESY RCA
DMB's Under The Table And Dreaming.
than anything that I hear by with the CD is a dedication to
most bands. In other words, I Dave Matthews' sister, Anne,
consider the band to be so far who died in Africa last year.
beyond most bands that my
If you are not familiar with
criticism of the CD should be the Dave Matthews Band or the
understood as criticism plus music, the CD is a good enough
intense admiration.
place to start. Even better would
I am willing to bet that my be to check out a show the next
views on the Dave Matthews time they are around. Although
Band's new CD will not pre- they did catch a good following
vent anyone from purchasing when they came to the Washingthe CD, or perhaps from pur- ton Room last year at homecomchasing all the merchandise that ing weekend, I'm sure there are
one can find in the little bro- people who missed it. The songs
chure enclosed with the CD (I on the disc are pretty much the
thoughtthatwassortofacheesy best ones that the band has to
move by the producers). On a offer. Even so, I think I will almore serious note, also enclosed ways be devoted to the bootlegs.

Perfomance Pieces By Crawford And Chun:

Phantom On Film Comes Rave Reviews For Student Showcases
To The Bushnell Theater
BY LIZ WORTHY

Arts Writer

The 1923 film interpretation of The Phantom of the Opera
starred LonChaney as thePhanSaturday tvight is not the tom and Mary Philbin as Chrismost popular night of the week tine Daae, the Phantom's deto give up, but when I was told sired over and later prisoner.
that The Phantom of the Opera
The film itself / primarily
was at the Bushnell, I decided because itwas silent, was meloto drag one of my visiting dramatic, unbelievable and,
friends along with. me.
needless to say, outdated. But
We were forsaking hours as Hunsberger pointed out to
of Trinity weekend fun, but af- the audience, this movie was
ter all, we were going to expe- terrifying in its day- And ndrience some culture (fir so wo mii.tcviiy, She film truly came in
hoped).
•siwml to the sj inpliom 's perI have never before soon formance of Ihe music.
rue Phan'mm of the Opera, so J
I have rieen several silent
WiK excited that 1 actually had film.s. al! without music, .lml 1
the chance to view it. 1 was found ihem all lelli.t'ly boring.
forewarned that this perfor- Being a member of the action/
mance was going to be some- adventure generation, I am unwhat "different" from the con- able to appreciate silent films
ventional opera performance, for merely their content; there
but I was not aware how "dif- jusil is not enough in them to
ferent" it was> going to be.
keep me attentive.
As it turned out, the main
Saturday night's perforattraction of the evening was mance, however, did hold my
not the opera, The Phantom of attention, lhemusirperformed
the Opera, but rather the music was a compila tion of music wri tscore from the 1923 movie per- ten for the film when il was
formed by The Hartford Sym- released and scores that were
phony Orchestra.
developed by individual theAs I entered the audito- ater musician;, to accompany
rium 1 WAS immediately im- the film. Amazingly, before
pressed by the ornate carvings e\ cnhall of ihomoviewa.sovtT,
on the walls and the sky in- I had already forgotten that
there was an entire symphony
spired murals on the ceiling.
1 had never been to the present on stage.
The pieces of music: fit so
Bushnell before, and Kir anyone etae who has not, it is worth well with the scenes of (he
going jusl in order to admire movie thai it was easy to forget
the artistry of the building's the presence of the symphony.
Certain pieces heightened the
interior.
The entire symphony was suspense o( a scene, whereas
present on stage and 1 won- other pieces evoked sorrow or
dered if the movie would actu- even laughter.
Without the music accomally be shown or whether it
was to be strictly a musical per- panying the film, it would have
formance. After the conduc- appeared boring and e\ en a bit
tor, Donald Hunsberger, absurd, but with rhe Hartford
greeted the audience, a large Symphony Orchestra's aid, this
movie screen slowly descended 1923 version of The Phantom of
the Opera was outstanding.
from the stage ceiling.

BY AMY SHACKELFORD

Arts Writer

The Fall Student Showcase
included a piece entitled "Tiah's
Cove Road," written and performed by Kelly Crawford and
a
dance
piece
titled
"WAKINGSZzz," directed and
choreographed by KaCey Chun.
For Crawford's piece, the
Goodwin stage was adorned
with fall leaves, a lighted orange plastic jack-o-lantern, a
string of Christmas lights, a pair
of clogs, a candle, and a picture
of. the artist as a child. Some
members of the audience sat on
cushions alongside the stage to
create a closer atmosphere. As
the lights dimmed, the crowd
sunk into the intimate atmosphere.
In the short performance
that followed, Crawford took the
audience through a journey in
which she came to terms with
being sexually abused when she
was four. To begin, she passed
out pictures of a child, asking
the audience, "Have you seen
this girl?" By giving the audience pictures, she introduced
herself as a child. She also involved the audience by tossing

out tootsie rolls as she dopped
across the stage in her clogs, as
she had done when she was a
child going "tootsie rolling."
She told the audience
about her inability to remember what had happened, then
expressed her feelings of isolation and lowliness and her defiance of God. These intense

gan with KaCey Chun's solo
dance with only her silhouette
visiblebehindawhitescreen. The
dances that followed were done
in the same style, mixing modern
dance, ballet, jazz, and funk.
The screen in the background changed from blues to
deep reds throughout the dances,
casting a different mood upon

The duo [ofMunez and Weinstein] entranced
the audience with their sensual motions and
erotic energy...
moments were lightened with
amusing stories of her childhood. She was told by a teacher,
"paste was not permissible to
be eaten. . . not even at snack
time." Her journey continued
with a quest for knowledge.
She obtained her police report
and read it at Tiah's Cove Road.
The piece concluded on an
uplifting note with her acceptance of what had happened to
her. "Did you hear that God—
I'm not drowning any more."
This piece was excellent considering it was performed with
such personality and feeling on
a difficult subject.
The next performance be-

the silhouettes that danced across
the stage.
The fourth dance treated the
audience to a duet by Liezel
Munez and Joshua Weinstein.
The duo entranced the audience
with their sensual motions and
erotic energy as they moved in
perfect harmony.
KaCey Chun sleeping on a
bed brought new meaning to the
'things' that hide under your bed.
Dancers began slithering out
from beneath the bed. Eventually, she too was dancing with
these 'things' from under the
bed. The final dance was accompaniedby a Trinity student band,
who performed their own music.

Jay Meeks To Read Poetry
Behind Glass
I want to believe that mostly I can be approximate to what I honor,
and that the boy I remember standing by the water is the boy I have
awkwardly been, watching the flocks come down at the end of the
season.
In the darkened hall of the museum, there are marsh birds of the
Upper Nile, the plover and the weaver. I have seen yellow bishops and
darters, robins that were as dry as old hats. I've seen vireos with their
eyes dead set on nothing, as if they had been cast on edge too long,
looking across the aisle toward the arctic terns from a woodland they
still couldn't make sense of. Glass eyes. Glass cases. And at night across
the courtyardfrommy apartment,these couples through their windows, coming into view and then departing. - Jay Meeks
Jay Meeks.

ANNE LENNOX

On Thursday, October 6, at 4:00 PM, Jay Meeks will be reading from his fifth book of poetry
Windows. He is the first in a series of poetry readings this year. While here, Meeks will be sitting in
on Hugh Ogden's Creative Writing; Class.
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ConnPIRG Raises Awareness About Unsafe Water
BY ANNE MARE GIRI
Features Writer

The Connecticut Public Interest Research Group (ConnPIRG), the environmental and consumer action group, this
past Wednesday held what it called

Cryptosporidium, a bacteria found
in bovine fecal matter, was the culprit.
This bacteria creates flu like symptoms
such as diarrhea and nausea.
Cryptosporidium, which has proved difficult to detect, cannot be killed with
chlorine.

The state of Connecticut is the second worse violator of
the Safe Drinking Water Act, and 200,000 residents each
year are drinking contaminated water.
"Dirty Water Wednesday." The purpose
of this event was to educate the campus
community about the potential problems
of drinking water locally and nationwide.
In Milwaukee, Minnesota in April
of 1993 an epidemic occurred in which
over 400,000 people became ill with flulike symptoms. Of those who were infected 4,000 were hospitalized and over
100 people with weak immune systems
died.

According to ConnPIRG research
intern, Sara Callaghan, "One would
think, living in the U.S., we would not be
susceptible to bacteria in our water. Yet
unfortunately we are, and the Milwaukee case is not an isolated incident."
Other outbreaks have occurred in
Texas, Georgia, and Oregon. Between
1989 and 1990,16 states reported 26 major water born disease outbreaks.
The Centers for Disease Control in
Atlanta estimates that water born organ-

isms are the of cause nearly 1 million
cases of intestinal illnesses and 900 deaths
annually in the U.S. The state of Connecticut is the second worse violator of
the Safe Drinking Water Act, and 200,000
residents each year are drinking contaminated water.
The Safe Drinking Water Act
(SDWA) was originally passed in 1974,
and was significantly updated and
strengthened in 1986. Fundamentally,
the Act protects the citizens by preventing contamination of public water supplies.

does not provide adequate provisions
for the EPA and the States to implement
programs to protect the nations water
sources.
Callaghan states, "Current legislation which protects us from contaminated water has been ineffective, and it
has been currently gutted by the U.S.
Senate who have been influenced by corporate special interests. "ConnPIRG has
been collecting postcards asking Representative Barbara Kennelly to reject efforts by polluters to weaken the SDWA.

200,000 residents each year are drinking contaminated
water.
The Act mandated the EPA to establish safety levels for several biological
and chemical contaminants known to
pose a threat to public health.
According to the National Resources
Defense Council, however, the SDWA

They want to improve the law to ensure
the elimination of toxic chemicals from
the water, to protect vulnerable populations (infants, pregnant women, the elderly, and the sick), and to prevent the
pollution of drinking water sources.

ALONG THE LONG W A L K
This Week's Amazing Question Is...

What would you do for a date with a
member of The Tripod staff?

Robin Adcock '94
Victoria Ludwin '95
"Climb the chapel/'

' Chris Edenbach '96
"What do you mean what
would I do; what would
you do for a date with
me?

JeffUllman'96
Claire Pingel'95
'Small forest creatures."

,

Danny Markstein '96
"Make them beg/'

Rachel Schneider '95
LizzPlatt'95,
"Agree to be in Along
•the Long Walk."

-

* • ' • •

Adam Staffer'98
"I'd be too nervous
to even ask."

:

,

;
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Spelling's Genius—The Drug Of Choice
BY CYNTHIA LEONARD &
SANNY BURNHAM
Features Writers

Have you ever noticed the silence
on campus between 8 and 10 PM Mondays and Wednesdays? Have you ever
wondered why the library empties, why
the long walk is b arren, and why the only
sounds are those of laughter (and often
disgust) that seep out of the dorm win-

the common hatred we feel towards Dr.
Kimberly Shaw? What about how much
we can relate to Donna's love dilemmas?
It certainty can't be that we have all that
much in common with people like Julie,
Sarah, Monique or even Hillary.
Maybe much of our obsession with
these shows is based on the fact that we
all think we could do a much better job
acting out the parts. We also gain a
feeling of pride and love towards our

We hang up on our parents, blow off important papers,
and if disaster strikes and we can't get toaT.V. at 8, we
know we will have ways of getting taped copies of the
shows.
dows? High Rise is illuminated by the
flashing blue glare of T.V. screens, Jarvis
singles are packed with bodies, and a
familiar tune resounds throughout Elton.
You call your T.A. between these hours
and the phone seems to be off the hook.
You call a friend and they snap at your
disrespect, you look at your watch and
realize you've forgotten that it is Melrose
TTioseofus on the sixth and seventh
we are not the only ones who drop everything to watch these shows. We hang up
on our parents, blow off important papers, and if disaster strikes and we can't
get to a T.V. at 8, we know we will have
ways of getting taped copies of the shows.
What is it about these shows that
keeps us all faithfully watching week to
week? Is it our concern for what might
happen when Michael regains his
memory? Or is it the bond we all have in

closest friends when we compare ithe
way we treat each other with the way,
say, Donna treats Kelly or Amanda treats
Allison. They make us feel loyal, true,
and honest. These characters are people
who do things we know well never do
(and in some cases, would never want to
do.) But perhaps the true reason is merely

the show is not truly over until after
"Scenes from Next Week" have been
shown. We all have this common understanding.
A couple weeks ago, the dorm was
silent? as usual, at 8. A dozen of us were
piled in the common room blessed with
the best reception, and were all equally
riveted watching Allison and her sister
discuss their most recent trauma.
Meredith had just left to pick up Chinese
food and Allison was all alone. Suddenly
there was a shadow at the door. And just
as Allison's evil father grabbed her from
behind, the entire High Rise dormitory
shook with fear. Screams shot up the
elevator shafts and echoed through the
vents. We all squealed. We all felt the
same vibes. We were all truly hooked.
For those of you who have yet to
appreciate Aaron Spelling's genius, we
suggest tuning in tomorrow night. If you
can avoid becoming addicted, do. Maybe
this is just rationalizing, but we think it
may be virtually impossible.
Also you'd never have the pleasure
of finding out if Kelly and Brandon will

Whatever the reason is, at least sixty percent of the school
of commission on these two week nights. The Fox
Hne-Up hdSUS all glued.
ls out

the abundance of hot guys and gorgeous
girlsWhatever the reason is, at least sixty
percent of the school is out of commission on these two week nights. The Fox
line-up has us all glued. Watching the
shows in High Rise is a unique experience. It is a dorm rule that no one is aloud
to talk until the commercials breaks and

PEOPLE MAGAZINE

Heather Locklear, Melrose Place's
Landlord, Bombshell, and all around
tough chick.
survive, if Dylan is going to go off the Sarah is really a drunk, if Sydney will
deep end, if Jo will have to give up her ever be proven innocent, if Kimberly will
baby, if Billy's really going to move out, get what she deserves, if Jane and Michael
if David's ever going to comeback from will fall in love again, or if Party of Five
Paris, if Carrie is really obsessed with willbe scandalous enough for the Aaron
Hillary, if the Walsh's will discover addicts.
Valerie's true personality, if Jake gets
By the way, what ever happened to
blown up, if Claire and David Silver get Class of '96? Didn't you guys kinda like
-together, if Julie will find another man, if that show?

High Spirits Liquors
Wines and Liquors • 237 White Street • 956-2221
Specials
Budweiser Beer Balls
Pete's Wicked Ale
Coor's Arctic Ice

$28.99
$5.99 6-pack
$21.99 case
$7.49 12 cans

I

Directions
Summit St. % Fairfield Ave.

HillsdaleAve.

I1

12 Packs of Bottles
Rolling Rock
Heineken
Corona
Miller High Life
Icehouse
Lite Ice
Molson Ice
Cases of Cans
Miller Genuine Draft
Milwaukee's Best
Meister Brau
Golden Anniversary

"High"
' Spirits
L

$6.99
$10.99
$9.99
$5.99
$7.49
$7.49
$9.99

$11.99
$8.99
$7.99
$7.99

Liquor Specials
Crystal Palace
Vodka
$10.99 1.75L
Smirnoff Vodka
$15.99 1.75L
Captain Morgan
$17.99 1.75L
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Feminists For Life Share Their Views In The Cave
BY STEVE FREIRE
Features Writer

On Monday evening, September 26, the Cave bore witness to what many might consider to be a contradiction in
terms.

tion, dedicated to recapturing
the feminist movement, according to Foster. In addition to
being pro-life, FFL opposes all
forms of violence and sees itself
as the women's group and the
pro-life group of the 90's and
the 21st century.

"When we consider that women are treated
as property, it is degrading to women that we
should treat our children as property to be
disposed of as we see fit." -E.C.Stanton
Serrin Foster, the Executive
Director of Feminists For Life
{FFL), spoke to an assembly of
students on why true feminists
should be advocates for the prolife cause. Ms. Foster's presentation was titled, "The Feminist
Case Against Abortion."
She spent the better part of
an hour explaining how early
feminists were pro-life, how that
message became subverted by
60's radical feminists and on
why today's generation of feminists should recapture the movement and lead in the campaign
against abortion.
Feminists For Life, established in 1972, is a Washington
DC-based grass-roots organiza-

Foster began the evening
with a brief history of the American feminist movement, giving
particular emphasis to the importance of the anti-abortion
message within it. She quoted
Susan B. Anthony's sentiments
on abortion: "I deplore the horrible crime of child murder."
ElizabethCadyStantonsaw
abortion as linked to women's
nineteenth-century status in society. "When we consider that
women are treated as property,
it is degrading to women that
we should treat our children as
property to be disposed of as we
see fit."
Along with their campaign
for political equality for women,

location." She went on to ex- the volatile nature of the discusplain Feminists For Life's posi- sion. Questions ranged from
tion as being "representative of FFL's position on contraceptives
women who do not agree with and fetal tissue research to how
the notion that their rights begin the group felt about the recent
with the killing of their babies." violence from the pro-life moveShe lambasted the very idea of ment. Foster explained that FFL
pro-choice and suggested that was against anything that viothe radicals were, instead, pro- lated the fetus.
abortion. Foster quoted a surWhile FFL does not convey, of women who had abor- demn the use of contraception,
tions, in which 98% responded Foster related how the organithat abortion was not a choice, zation failed to convince the fedbut a last resort.
eral government of the urgency
Foster's talk concluded to research possible links beFeminist Mystique , never mentions abortion, Foster noted that with a summation of FFL's ob- tween the abortion pill, RU-486,
universal choice had become one jectives, which include educa- and breast cancer. Foster disof NOW's principal objectives tional and economic equality for tanced herself and the pro-life
women. The organization also movement from what she conby 1966.
Ms. Foster devoted consid- advocates family and children's sidered to be a violent fringe.
erable attention to criticizing
radical feminism. She faulted Foster quoted a survey, of women who had
them for giving "feminism" a
negative connotation in today's abortions, in which 98% responded that
world and held them respon- abortion was not a choice, but a last resort.
sible for the 1.5 million abortion
"murders" that occur each year issues -and fights against por- "Of the nation's 186 recognized
in the United States.
nography and for women's pro-life organizations, only 6
Ms. Foster challenged the health issues. Foster described advocate violence as a justificrowd, both male and female, to FFL as "having a life ethic" that able strategy.", said Foster.
join her in an attempt to take extends to all humans, whether
She concluded by inviting
back feminism and return to the outside or inside the womb.
everyone to join Feminist For
message of the movement's
The evening ended with a Life and the pro-life movement
founders. "Feminism must question and answer period in order to be a part of "the last
champion all people, especially marked by its calmness. There and greatest civil rights movethose discriminated by age and was no tension in the air despite ment."
many early feminists spearheaded attempts to outlaw abortion and to introduce legal protections for the unborn.
According to Foster, the
feminist abandonment of the
pro-life cause began with
Planned Parenthood's founder
Margaret Sanger and culminated with the radical usurpation of the feminist movement
in the 1960's.
Although the "Bible" of the
modern feminist movement, The

Why Everyone Should Consider Foreign Study
BY WHITNEY POMEROY
Features Editor

October has come upon us.
With the coming of the end of
this month is the deadline for
notification to the Office of Foreign Study for plans to Study
Abroad this spring. Many of us
are having to make some decisions.
Dilemmas such as where to
go and if we should go are facing many sophomores and juniors.
Firstly, it should be noted
that studying abroad is not the
right choice for everyone.
Robbins Winslow, who is the
Director of International Relations and Educational Services
said that going abroad is something that "everyone should give
consideration to... certainly not
everyone should go abroad
however." He said that to go
one should have "flexibility and
openness to new things."
Going abroad is a lesson in
true independence. Whether
you go to England or to Australia, most people are far enough
away from parents, relatives,
and the typical support system
that they receive while at Trinity to learn to fend for themselves. It is a shocking but wonderful feeling to be totally free
and responsible for one's own
life.
Many Trinity students go
through American programs
that assist them in their overseas experience. The most commonly used programs here are
the Butler and Beaver College
programs.
The program fee depends,
of course, on which one is chosen, but generally includes the
cost of the courses, housing,
flight there, and other amenities
such as the availability of a representative of the American program right on the campus so
that in the event of any personal

problems, the student always
has someone to go and talk to.
Robbins Winslow said that
"more Trinity students should
go directly through the foreign
University... they don't need the
whole support system." He said
that students get a lot of support
from the Beaver and Butler programs, but they don't always
need thisbecause many students

itself, there is definitely something to be learned abroad that
one can never get at Trinity.
Christine Siegfried '95, who
spent last semester in London,
said that she has gained a "different perspective on Trinity,"
now that she has been abroad.
"Everyone at Trinity is the same
- we are a very homogenous
school - abroad you are exposed

Christine Siegfried '9b, who spent last semester in London, said that she has gained a
"different perspective on Trinity," now that
she has been abroad.
are capable of making it on their
own.
It's a matter of personal
choice, and what people feel
comfortable with doing. Some
people might be apprehensive
about their trip abroad. The
knowledge that there is someone to turn to can be a comforting one.
Also, it is easier to get a
transcript through the American programs that when one
goes independent. Recently in
Mather I heard of one story of a
student having to hold off on
applying to medical school because of an error on their transferred grades - the British University incorrectly translated an
English grade to an American F,
a grade which should have been
an A or a B. Hence, this person
is unable to apply with such a
mark on their transcript. So, in
going alone, one has to realize
that they are risking situations
such as this one in which there
might be a number of inconveniences.
Mr. Winslow said that "if
you are willing to take on the
responsibility, then you should
go alone. The more timid students should go through the
program for the support."
Regarding the experience

to different types of people that
you wouldn't typically meet at
Trinity," she said.
Mr. Winslow expressed
that same thought: he said one
receives a new perspective on
the world even. In effect, it is the
"essence of a liberal education,"
he said. Basically, you get to see
things in a new light. Mr.

Winslow said that at times students that go to Great Britain
will find themselves discussing
the American foreign policy
with the Brits and that it can be
enlightening to learn how a NonAmerican feels about this country..Other benefits to study
abroad are sometimes an "invigorationinone's studies," said
Mr. Winslow. Often times a
student will pick up a new language abroad and continue it
when they return to Trinity. Students sometimes discover self motivation when it comes to
their studies.
Of course, each person has
a different response to the experience. Many people just go to
travel; others go to party. I
know that most of the people
who I have talked to return with
nothing but praises and seem
unable to have anything negative to say about the whole experience.
"I think that everyone

should go because I had such a
good time," said Christine. I
have received a number of letters from friends who are away
this semester and all they seem
to talk about are the pubs, the
people, and the fun.
"I didn't want to come
home to the United States - if it
hadn't been for my parents, I
probably would have stayed,"
said Abby Keeler '97, who spent
last spring in Lugano, Switzerland on a program through
Franklin College.
Deciding on a program can
take some time. Mr. Winslow
said that when students are just
beginning to think about going
abroad, he tells them to sit and
write down a list of the things
they want to get out of going
abroad and to rank them in order of importance. "It'salotlike
choosing a college while in secondary school," he said. It is a
matter of prioritizing. For example, are you going to have
continued on page 15.

Looking for a good exchange rate to
study abroad next semester?

3.75 GPA and up=$l,500 Scholarship
3.50 6PA and up=$1,000 Scholarship
Study abroad grants based on need also available.
Syracuse University sponsors study abroad sites in
Florence, Italy
London, England
Harare, Zimbabwe
Madrid, Spain
Strasbourg, France
SU credit • Field trips/Traveling seminars • Internships • Study for a semester, year or summer
Courses taught In English and in host country language

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD • 119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 13244-4170

l-eOO-2353472 • 31&443-3471
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Motivations That Draw Us To The Dorms We Live In
BY BEE BORNHEIMER
Arts Editor

you live with is in your year and is going
through the same experiences are you
are.
Some people have nothing but good
As for upperclasstnen, for the raost
things to say about their dorm. That kind pait, people have choices about the dorms
of loyalty is rare. Some people have noth- they want to live in. Obviously, much of
ing but complaints about their dorm. the choice depends on their lottery numThat kind of situation is unfortunate. ber, but lets assume for argument's sake
Usually it's a little bit of both; pride in that people have opted for the dorm that
one's choice of living arrangements, but they really want. What is it, then, that
definite recognition of its shortcomings. draws people to certain dorms over othNaturally, freshmen are at the hands ers?
Some dorms have an already- desigof the merciless administration when it
comes to their housing assignments. Fur- nated theme to them. On campus this
thermore, freshman housing is in gen- year are Funston (the quiet dorm), Boarderal not as good as upper class housing, walk (the music dorm), and Doonesbury
so I suppose complaints about dorms are (the community service \ dorm). Other
more frequent among the first year stu- dorms, however, have their reputations
created with various factors like locadents.
Still, freshman housing has its ben- tion, size and condition.
Jarvis, the dorm with the highest
efits. One's dorm life freshman year often is a great indicator of the years to population on campus, also might be
come. You make your first friends in considered one of the best looking dormsyour freshman dorm, you get to know from the outside that is. On the positive
Trinity from the perspective that your side, Jarvis offers the convenience of bedorm offers you; in short, you do a great ing situated close to Mather, classes, the
deal of bonding in your assigned living Bistro, fraternities, the library and of
space that first year. With the exception course, the View. The same level of
of New Dorm for seniors, the freshman convenience goes for Cook, Goodwin,
dorms are the only that offer living ar- and Woodward.
rangements where every other person
On the downside, these dorms are

Foreign Study.
Financi.il Aid is available for incise students who .ire on firhwcinl aid here.
Other things that should be conlearn a culture?
1
Mr. Wimlow also said that w>t sidered in i-hiKwin^whort. to yoj-liould
should not be a factor in the decision be matters such as whether or not you
making process. Although the .ictunl Wiint iin urban setling, or a rumi one, a
pricv D1 m<>nt of !he programs is con- Mgschoiil ora small one, to live with ,1
siderably cheaper than a scnu-sUjr at family, or in J dorm, etc.
Trinity (just about anything is), travelBasically everyone should think
ling, eating out, and shopping make about it. Right now is. the time !o take
up for the difference in cost. "If you advantage of the opportunity. In just a
ran afford to be hero .it Trinity, then few short years finding the lime might
you can afford to go abroad," lu; said. he much more difficult.
tiHilimwd fitim pane 14.

Lhe A\II\i ty to travel or arc you going to

Top-10 Statements
Overheard In The
Quiet Dorms
10. "

9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.

'Trojan" What's that?
Knitting Club meeting— 9 PM in lounge
Would you please tell your Rice Krispies to shut-up]
I won't be around... There's a mime convention. ;
Damn, the math center is closed.
It's not that quiet. It's just that I like to be alone.
Shuttle forone from Funston to I N .
Sorry, I can't talk now. I'm watching Masterpiece
Theater.
.
1. TCAC should get Michael Bolton for Spring
Weekend.
. .
Bonus: I'm not going anywhere.Jt'scalled"ReadingWeek."
Sponsored By:
The makers of "The Ttty Bitty Book Light,"
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
National Public Radio
Mytol—"If 11 Help You Get Your Zzzzzzs,"
The Library Staff,
and The National Hermit Society.

Jarvis, located on the pristine main quad.
not exactly nice on the inside. Nor are well. Becky Haight, '96 and Carolyn
they conducive to studying quietly or Young, '96, both second year High Rise
sleeping any time before 1:00 on week- residents attribute High Rise's popularnights. Still, in the end the factors even ity to a number of features that the dorm
out, and the Quad dorms are popular offers.
The fact that the quads in High Rise
among sophomores, juniors and seniors
have four singles, in addition to a bathalike.
On the south side of campus are room and a common room make it a
dorms like Smith, Funston, Wheaton, and comfortable place for its residents to live.
Jackson. These dorms are generally choFurthermore, a definite bonus for
sen because they quieter and more con- those interested in the party scene, one
ducive to studying than other dorms. needs only to step outside one's dorm to
Furthermore, the rooms are nice, the hall- be in the midst of the campus social life,
ways are usually clean, and the walk to as most of the fraternities are on Vernon
Mother isn't that bad either. The rooms Street.
offered in these dorms are usually singles
High Rise does have its drawor quads with a common room and four backs. Jim Woodworth, '96, claims he
singles.
would never live there. "It's too loud, the
The dorms affectionately nicknamed architecture is ugly, it smells and the
"the sophomore slums," Anadama, location is bad," he says, "It's just a big
Clemens and Stowe, are big favorites for ugly column."
their apartment-like structure. Students
Also, as High Rise residents of last
get a kitchen, a bathroom, a common year are quick to point out, the charge for
room and.one or two bedrooms, depend- damages to the dorm were a little outraing on the number of people who live geous. There was approximately ten
there. The location isn't that great, but thousand dollars worth of damage to
with a kitchen and a bathroom of one's High Rise last year alone; shared among
own, the heed to leave the room becomes the 122 residents, this came to be about
less and less of a priority.
eighty-two dollars per person.
Then there are those who leave all
Furthermore,4n~these dorms, since
they are structure spmewhat like apart- this nonsense behind, and opt to live off
ments, the noise level is usually pretty campus. Houses and apartments on Allen
tame. One problem,with living in these Place, Crescent Street, Vernon Street, and
dorms, however,-is" that kitchens and Zion Street have all housed Trinity students that dropped out of the housing
bathrooms are not that fun to dean.
One dorm that also offers the kitchen lottery rat race.
Stuart Salsbury, '96, lived off camand bathroom amenities, but which in
past years has often been overlooked is pus last year in an apartment on Crescent
Wiggins dorm, located next to Frobb. For Street. According to Salsbury, off camArtie Kalos, '96 and most of his room- pus housing offers almost everything
mates, the attraction to Wiggins was not one could want- far more space than
only the kitchen and bathroom, but its what one gets in the dorms, a kitchen and
a bathroom, and the cost is cheaper in
proximity to Ferris Athletic Center.
In one particular dorm on campus, a most cases than living in the dorms. He
remarkable phenomena has occurred moved back on campus this year only
over the past few years. High Rise dorm, because he needed to be hooked up to
housing approximately 122 people, has Trinity's computer network.
attracted such a loyal following that an
There certainly are not perfect
unusually high percentage of its resi- dorms, but every student should be able
dents choose to live there again if they to find some sort of housing which will
can. Out of all the residents living there fit their personality and personal interthis year, thirty lived there last year as ests.

Silver Dollar Restaurant
586 Zion Street
Phone: 527-3466
Monday-Thurs: 10 am-1 am
Friday-Sat 10 am-2 am
Sunday: 11 am-1 am
2 pool tables available

Trinity Students Welcome
Student Discounts
* • • * .
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Offense Ineffective In Crunch Time.

4th And Goal Falls Short
BY CRAIG MOODY
Their first match was against
bpottsWriter
' , . ; . ._"• - VDMass Boston, "this "victory

Dave Allard '95 tries to outrace two Williams defenders after taking an option
pitch from Quarterback Steve Mikulski.
continued from page 20.

tempt reduced the Bantam lead
to 9-7, where it remained for the
rest of the half.
Trinity felt good going into
the locker room with the lead,
but two things concerned them.
Co-captain and star running
back Shaun Kirby '95 was sore
with a hip pointer that was sustained late in the half, and the
Bantam ground attack was still
not completely on track. For the
second consecutive week, Trinity managed less than 100 yards
on the ground for the game.
The Bantam defense continued to play a strong, physical
game in the second half, and
came up with a big play late in
the third quarter to setup a score.
Punter Greg Broderick '95, who
confused the entire radio and
press corpsby wearinghis friend
Paul Rector's #8 jersey in his
honor, pinned Williams deep in
its own territory with a 42 yard
punt. Broderick did an excel-

Allard '95 ran behind a solid
block from John Catalogna '95
to reach the right corner of the
end zone. McDavitt's point after attempt gave the Bantams a
16-7 lead with3:39 left in the 3rd
quarter.
Like they did before, Williams answered Trinity's scoring drive with one of their own.
Starting on their own 25 yard
line, Bajakian found a vulnerable spot in the Bantam secondary, down the midtHe. On the
first play of thesHrive, the
Ephmen QB hit Kossick over
the middle for a 29-yard strike.
Five plays later facing a third
and 11 situation on Trinity's 34yard line, Bajakian hookedjup
with John Lieb '95 dowri'the
middle for a touchdown.'''The
point after attempt made;the
tight game 16-14 with l:421eJEt in
the third quarter.
ri - Trinity's lead quickly dis^
appeared as Bajakian continued
to pick on the Bantam second-

" I have total confidence we will bounce back.
I just feel sorry for Hamilton."
—Free Safety Greg "Tex" Schramm '95
lent job punting, averaging 40.4
yards a punt, often getting the
Bantam defense out of unfavorable field position.
On a third and seven play
from their own seven yard line,
Bajakian found Kossick in the
flat for a short reception. A
group of Bantam defenders
smothered Kossick and were
able to knock the ball' loose.
Cornerback, Brian Callahan '95
fell on the ball for Trinity, placing the pigskin at the Ephmen's
14 yard line.
The Bantam offense continued their troubling trend by
nearly blowing a major scoring
opportunity. On first down,
Scott Maurer '96 took a reverse
down the left sideline and dove
into the end zone for an apparent 14 yard score. Trinity was
called for an illegal block on the
play. The score was nullified
and the ball was placed back
seven yards.
On third down the Bantams received a break when
McDavitt was hit before the ball
could reach him. The pass interference penalty gave the Bantams a first and goal from the six
yard"line'" Trinity took advantage of the situation, as Dave

ary to take the lead early in the
fourth quarter. On the last play
of the third period of play,
Bajakian found Gugliotta, who
came out of the backfield unmarked, for a 56 yard reception
down to Trinity's 9 yard line.
After two short runs by Williams, Bajakian passed to Lieb
for a 5 yard touchdown. The
Ephmen decided to go for the 2
point conversion, and it paid off
as Lieb caught his second scoring reception. Williams had a
22-16 lead with over 13 minutes
left in the game.
Judging by previous Trinity-Williams games, no lead is
safe, and the Bantam offense felt
confident they would pull off
another victory when they received the ball at their own 30
yard line with 7:18 left in the
contest. The penalties, though,
would ultimately destroy the
Bantams'effort. Mikulski (1740 260 yds, 2 DSITs, I TD) commented, "no question the mis^
takes hurt us. We were just a
penalty, or a block away from
winning."
On the last Bantam drive
,the team committed two holding penalties. The first hblditig
penalty put the Bantams back at

KATHEKINE MITCHELL

their own 34-yard line, facing a
first and 25. Mikulski, under
great pass protection, made up
for the mistake by finding
Maurer for a 20-yard reception.
Four plays later, Trinity appeared to tie the game when
Mikulski found McDavitt in the
end zone for a 34-yard touchdown play. Once again the yellow flag was thrown and a holding penalty prevented the score
from counting.
Remarkably the Bantams
answered on the Seemingly impossible3rd and 27 predicament
they were faced with, as
Mikulski found McDavitt in a
crowd over the middle for 34yards. The rain-soaked crowd
at Williams was absolutely
shocked at the turn of events,
and one could sense another
dramatic finish.
Trinity moved the ball
down to the Ephmen 10 yard
line where the decisive drive
failed. The last play was fourth
and goal, and Mikulski's pass to
McDavitt was overthrown on
the left side of the end zone.
Williams took over on downs
with less than 2 minutes remaining. The Bantam defense forced
the Ephs into a punting situation with under 30 seconds remaining. The Williams'punter
ran back into the end zone for a
safety; that way Williams was
able to punt the ball with a four
point advantage, 22-18.
Mikulski's last,second heave
was incomplete and the drama
had reached a conclusion.
The Williams' corrierback
who was assigned to covering
McDavitt, J.V. Douglas '95,
summed up that last drive. The
senior cornerback claimed, "that
last stand was all about life.
Human beings coming together
to accomplish something great.
In a game like this, there are no
winners or losers."
Trinity should feel proud
of their effort, and everyone
should expect the Bantams to
bounce back in a big manner
against Hamilton next week up
in Clinton, NY. Greg "Tex"
Schramm '95 said," I have total
confidence wewillbounceback.
I just feel sorry for Hamilton."

. was quickly earned by sweep' On -Tuesday, September •, ing UMass 15-6 and 15-11.
27,. the women's volleyball
.. The team's aH-afourui eftuam carried their 3-1 record fort took mem into me secondii ito a home match with Smith round versus Rhode Island
College. A^erasftorigperfor- CoEege. Although a tougher
n tance the week before, there opponent, the Bantams were
wassomefrdngirussingmfheir
again able to sweep their opstep as they faced -the women position 15-5 and 16-14, putftom Smith.
' ting them in a semifinal match
In the opening game,
with the #5 ranked team in
Trinity" jumped out to" a 3-1
Mew England, Bridgewater
lead and looked strong, but
' State.
Smith battled back anct
Again this
took the first two
team was no
games 15-7 and 15match for the
5. The Bantams repumped-up Bantam
grouped in the tihird
squad as they regisgame and showed
teredyet another sweep,
tremendottsheartat
15-7 and 15-6.
their bestcomebackof the
Thishuge victory put
season. WittiSmithleadTrinity in the finals
ing 14-11 and one point
against a NESCAC riaway from talking a
val, Connecflait Colthree game sweeps
lege.". The Bantams
Trinity refused to
fought hard but came
give in. The Banup a little short in losing
tams rallied off five
10-15and5-l5. Although
straightpoints, andon the serve abitdisappointedin theloss to
of Alissa Pavone '97, took the the Camels, they were ecstatic
third game 16-14.
aboutpkkingup three big wins
Although the Bantams and almost taking the tournawent oh to lose the match, in menttitle. Stephanie Kupa'96,
the" fourth game (15-5), their Hardin Barton '96 and Sayura
third game comeback gave Aoyagi '98, in her debut,
themapositiveout|ookfofThe sparkled on Saturday afterRhode Island College Touma- noon.
ment on Saturday. '•_ . .
Nextweek, Trinity will be
.. foSatutday's tournament tested once again as mey face
thatfeatuted six teams. Trinity Arnherst on Tuesday, and fherv
playedama^tagvoUeybaflaitd lookfotrevesge agafisVC&nnv
took themselves to the finals. CoHege on Saturday.
—

W O R K S H O P FOR
TRINITY S T U D E N T S
Want To Write Your Best
Essay Exam?
Then sign up for the workshop about
strategies that will help you succeed.
This workshop includes: 1) how to
prepare for essay exams, 2) how to
assess the teacher's instructions for
the exam, and 3) how to plan and
execute essays without running out
of time. In addition, participants will
have the chance to practice some
techniques in a no-pressure
situation.
Conducted by Laverne Nishihara
Writing Center, 115 Vernon Street
Tuesday, October 18
4:15-5:30 p.m.

This workshop is open to all
Trinity students. To register,
please call Kim Janczuk at the
Writing Center: 297-2036.
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Outrunning The
Field Hockey Rides Roller Coaster
Other Fish In Division
II & III Codfish Bowl
BYJONMOSKOWirZ
Sports Writer

calculated the scores so
Trinity's overall place is not
known. Freshman Eric
The women's cross coun- Lcivigne, Rob Johnson '97 and
try team continued their excel- Chris Bride '95 continued to
lent performances finishing in lead the team I .avigne finished
third place in the annual Cod- 28th overall and first for Trinfish Bowl, a race in which Divi- ity for the thud straight meet.
sion II and Division III schools Johnson improved his time by
compete against one another
seconds from
Regardless of the competition,
year to
Sarah Sturkey '95 ngain paced
place 30th
the team finishing first overall.
Bride finRunning conservatively
•? h P d
throughout the race, Stuckpy
almost
(18:29) came on strong in the
t w o
last minute to beat out her
minutes
competitors Alexis Colby '95
betti'i then
finished nine seconds behind
he did last
Stuckey with >i time of
year, fimsh18:38. Colby improved
'ing 40th.
on her sei'ond place
Josh Olson
tune from last year
'97 hnby twenty seci sh e d
o n d s
64th and
Ka th ri n
M i k e
Phelan '96
O'Connor
finished
'98 rounded
18th overo u t
all with a
Trinity's
time
of
top five.
19:15. Li/. Worthy '98 finished The team continues to improve
26th followed by Katie Bisbee as each individual gradually
'98, Jill Romano '97, Merridith betters his or her time. ThepnjMinerd '96, Sonya Worthy '98 gram is definitely improving
and Jen Holstead '98.
every race and great things are
The men's cross country expected at this week's meet,
team competed admirably as the Bantam's host the Banagainst twenty schools at The tam Invitational on Saturday
Codfish Bowl The officials mis- at 12:00 pm.
BY FRED SCHONENBERG
Sports Writer

Consisterley is something
that every athletic team strives ,
to achieve. For the women's field
hockey team, the 1994 season
has started off well (4-2), butnot
as well as the team would like.
Consistent play has been the
problem. After an undefeated
week two weeks ago, the Bantams had an up and down week,
defeating Amherst 3-0 and losing to Williams 4-0.
On Wednesday, Trinity
traveled to Amherst to face an 03-1 Lady Jeffs squad. The Bantams scored the only goal of the
first half when Jory Waldman
'97 scored off of a cross with
fifteen minutes left. Both teams
struggled to find their offense
the rest of the half. "Our first
half at Amherst wasn't so
strong," notes senior co-captain
Kate Carty, "Our second half
was much better. The team
spread itself out and really used
each other well. We started using our transition game, so everything started to click."
Senior co-captain Monica
Iacono and freshman Ashley
Knowles both scored in the second half giving Trinity a 3-0 victory and improving their overall record to 4-1. Iacono's goal
came off of a cross from
Waldman, as she beat the goalkeeper before the keeper could
even move. Knowles scored after a flurry of shots in front of
the net by deflecting a shot past
the goalie.

"The game got us back oh
track because we showed ourselves that we could bounceback
after a tough loss to Springfield
"the week before," expressed
Iacono. For Trinity, it was a day
to celebrate as coach Robin
Sheppard recorded her 200th
career victory. Coach Sheppard
has been at the helm for the past
twenty-one seasons. Her victory improvedheroverall record
toanastounding200-51-3. Over
the last ten years, Sheppard's
teams have averaged 13 wins
and only 2 losses per season.
"We would not have been this
successful with any other
coach," proclaims Iacono, "She
knows'how to win!"
The victory also highlighted
a fantastic week for senior goalkeeper Alisha Wayman.
Wayman posted three consecutive shutouts over Mount
Holyoke (4-0), Bates (1-0), and
Amherst (1-0). Wayman's 31
save performance over the three
games was rewarded by her selection as the NESCAC Player
of the Week the previous week.
Her solid play has made the rest
of the team better. "We feel very
confidentwith Alisha behind us.
Usuallyshedoesn'tsee too many
shots,but watchingher make all
of these saves the past week,
really boosts our confidence,"
explains Carty.

But, the success from
Amherst could not carry over to
Saturday's match against Williams. Williarns,oneofthestrongest teams in Division HI, was
really on top of their game, as

they blanked the Bantams 4-0.
"Williams is a very strong team
who happened tohavetheirbest
game of the season, we unfortunately happened to have our
worst game," notes Iacono.
The turning point of the
game occurred during a twelve
minute stretch in the first half
where Trinity, despite many
opportunities, couldn't score. It
started at the twenty-four
minute mark when Waldman
sent a ball right across the mouth
of the goal, but no one was able
to follow. For the next ten minutes, Trinity had a flurry of scoring opportunities including
great chances that just missed
by Heather Morgan '96 and Mali
Barkman'96. "The key point to
the whole game were those ten
to twelve minutes where we
didn't score," points Carty, "It
was deflating for us and a big
boost for Williams."
"We need to go back to the
basics," explains Iacono, "We
need to start moving to the ball.
We made some careless mistakes, so this week, we will reassess our problems, move forward, and prepare to take on
the [Conn. College] Camels."
The game against Conn
College will be at home on
Wednesday October 5 at 3:30
pm. Thegamehasbeenselected
by the team as "Trie Captain's
Game", indicating thatitis their
mostimportant game of the season by encouraging all fans to
attend. On Saturday, Trinity
travels up to Clark for a 12:00
pm game.

Record drops to 2-3...

Tennis Falls to UCONN and Williams; £hick Overcomes Injury
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer

Last week, the Trinity
women's tennis team encountered some stiff competition, as
they faced off against Division I
University of Connecticut and
perennial Division III power,
Williams. Although the team
lost both matches, dropping
their record to 2-3, the Bantams
will regroup and continue to
prepare themselves for the New
England playoffs, which will be
held in three weeks.
On Tuesday afternoon,
Trinity lost to UCONN by a 6-3
margin. Play was moved to the
fast indoor surface of the field
house due to inclement weather.
With only three courts in play,
the team had time to socialize
and watch each other perform.
During regular outdoor matches
all players are on court all at the
same time and they never get
the opportunity to really witness teammates'matches. Pointers and cheers from fellow Bantams were heard throughout the
matches.
Doubles began the meeting
with extremely close scores. The
number one team of Anne Chick
'96 and Holly Nelson '96 came
close to beating the UCONN
duo, but lost a tough 9-8 decision. Sophomores Katie
Reifenheiser and Carrie
Birgbauer brought their game
up a level this week. In their last
match they had a disappointing
loss, but this time they really
put it together, winning their
match in a tie-breaker. The

Freshmen duo of Abiah Folger ultimately fell 6-1 in the second,
and Amy Bingaman couldn't but her aggressiveness was outshake their opponents and lost standing throughout the match.
Overall Trinity played well, with
8-4.
In the singles part of the three out right match wins and
match, Chick had the most two close losses against an exmemorable match of the day. perienced Division I university.
Hampered by a pulled quad,
On Saturday, the women
she came from one set down to ventured up to Williams to face
win. After a 5-7 first set loss, the Purple Cows. Like Tuesday,
Chick told Coach Wendy rain forced play indoors. Trinity
Bartlett, "Coach, if she is put- tried their best but lost 9-0. It
ting me through this much pain, t was a very difficult match beI have to beat her." Chick's de- ! cause Williams is a very good
termination proved to be the team, but the team should get
edge she needed to win. The better because of the competimatch involved long rallies at tion. Coach Bartlett says, "Yes,
the baseline as well as frequent we have a tough beginning of
trips to the net which was hard the season in terms of schedulon Anne's leg, but she stayed ing, but in the end it just makes
tough winning the second and us tougher and tougher. You
the third sets 6-3 and 6-3.
can't learn if you keep beating
Birgbauer had another everyone. You have to be chalgreat day of singles play. Dis- lenged to succeed."
Overall, the team is pleased
tractions come and go, but this
Bantam really knows how to with their on courtperformances
concentrate at the task at hand.
The sophomore from Grosse "Coach, if she is
Point, Michigan won in straight
putting me through
sets 6-4 and 6-1. The team was
proud of the way she handled this much -pain, I
herself after a score disagreement in the first set. Sometimes have to beat her."
small match arguments can de- —-Anne Chick'96
stroy your concentration, but
Birgbauer stayed composed. so far this season. With a 2-3
Surely and quietly, Birgbauer record, there are six matches to
has brought her record up over go in the regular season. The
the .500 mark, the best on the team agrees that there is room
for improvement and they exteam.
Another noteworthy result pect to increase their wins as
came in the fourth singles spot they approach mid-season.
The Bantams have a busy
whenReifenheiserstagedagreat
schedule
with four big matches
battlebeforelosing to her Husky
opponent Reifenheiser lost the coming up in the next two
firstsetina tie-breaker and then weeks. On Thursday, Trinity

Will travel cross town to the
University of Hartford, and on
Saturday, they will play at
Vassar. Duringrea ding week the
women willbe home for a match
up with rival Wesleyan on the
12th at 3:00 and they will finish

off the week at home versus the
Tufts Jumbos starting at 11:00,
on Saturday the 15th. Take a
break from studying for your
midterms and watch these guys
hit. I guarantee you will not be
disappointed.

Anne Chick '96 concentrates while
returning a backhand.
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Men's Soccer Struggles On The Road.

There's No Place Like Home,-There's No Place Like Home...
BY GEOFF GRANDE AND
MAKKMENTONE
Sports Writers

season.
"We played great in the first
half," said tri-captain Pat Bruno
'95. Bruno wasn't pleased with
Like Dorothy in the Wizard his team's second half perforof Oz, the Trinity Men's Soccer mance, however. "They scored
team is starting to become con- two quick goals, and then we
vinced that there's no place like kind of let up. We've got to fix
home. The Bantams were that."
putscored 7-1 last week in road
"It was a good learning exlosses to Connecticut College perience," added defenseman
andWilliamsCollege. Theback- Neil Zoltowski '96. "We just
to-back defeats dropped Coach didn't convert our chances.
Ed Mighten's troops to 2-4, in- We're still shooting for the
cluding an 0-3 record away from ECAC's, and we feel nothing's
the friendly confines of the Trin- out of our reach."
ity campus.
Trinity would then face its
Coming off a heartbreak- toughest challenge of the seaing 2-1 loss to Bates during Par- son thus far, traveling to
ents' Weekend, the
Williamstown, MA for a SaturTrinity squad hoped
day afternoon date with the
to rebound with a
Ephmen, the fourth-ranked
strong performance in
team in New England DiviNew London. The patsion in. Entering the contern Trinity was setting
test with "nothing to
in the early season, allose", according to
ternating wins and
Bruno, the Bantams
losses, called for a Bancontinued their trend
tam victory.
kof playing close,
The Camels had
i competitive first
other plans, however.
halves. Just like
Conn scored a goal in the
their previous
first half and two more
game though,
in the second, while
their effort
never letting
did not
Trinity find
translate
the back of
into a
the net. Six
lead,
saves from
a s
keeper P.J. Louis
t h e y
'96 weren't enough to prevent again entered the break trailing
the Bantams from having a los- 1-0.
ing record for the first time this
Another Bantam trend

showed itself in the second half,
as Trinity again did not finish as
well as it started., Bruno's-concerns from the Conn. College
game were shown to be justified
- for .the third straight game,
Trinity was outscored in the second half. Williams would eventually go on to win by a score.of

on Saturday the squad from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology makes the trip to Hartford for an 11:00 AM contest.
During Reading Week, the Bantams travel to Worcester, MA to

face Clark University on
Wednesday, October 12. They
then return home the following
Saturday where they will meet
the Tufts University Jumbos at
11:00 AM.

We're still shooting
for the ECAC's, and
we feel nothing's out
of our reach."
—Neil Zoltowski '96
4r\, remaining undefeated and
untied after five games. Louis
was credited with twelve more
saves, while tri-captain Matt
Warner '95 scored his first goal
of the year.
"We're still having a little
trouble scoring goals," said
Bruno. "I thinkit gives the other
teams a little confidence that
we're dominating a half and the
score's still 0-0." Zoltowski remained upbeat "There's still a
long season left; we just need to
play better as a team. Once
things start clicking, things are
gonna come together, and I think
there's gonna be no stopping
us."
. Trinity finally returns home
this week for a pair of games.
On Wednesday, the Bantams
will host the Lord Jeffs of
Amherst College at3:30 PM, and

Chase Toogood '96 follows through after a kick.

USSA SMITH

Women's Soccer Loses First Match of Season
BY BRYAN SATTER
Sports Writer
Itis said that all good things
must come to an end, and such
was the case Saturday when the
Trinity women's soccer team lost
its undefeated season. Not even
the foot of Alyson Guild '97
could save the Bantams from a
2-0 loss at nationally ranked
Williams, after shehadbeenbrilliant earlier in the week in a 5-2
victory against Nichols.
Trinity went into the weekend riding the crest of a seasonopening four game winning
streak, and was ranked sixth in
the ISAA New England DivisionHIpoll. However, the Ephs,
ranked second in the poll, used

superior passing and an excellent ball controlling offense to
shut down the Bantams attack.
Meanwhile, Guild was held
scoreless for the first time in four
games, as Trinity lost to Williams for the third year in a row..
The game started ominously on a chilly autumn day
in Williamstown, when less than
two minutes into the first half,
Eph forward Mindy Thompson
sliced through the Bantam defense and deposited an easy shot
at point blank range past Bantam goalie Susan Lally'96. The
next twenty minutes saw Williams continue to control the
tempo, and thus have numerous scoring opportunities, as
Trinity had difficulty clearing

the ball from the middle.
hi the second half, Trinity
came out much more aggressive and confident, mounting a
more orchestrated attack.
Though they didn't score, the
Bantams proved that they were
capable of playing up to Williams standard.
"We thought we weren't
able to play up to their level [in
the first half]," mused Guild.
"Then we came out in the second half and played up to our
own level and really surprised
them."
On Wednesday, Trinity
tuned up for the battle in
Williamstown with a 5-2 victory over Nichols at home. The
Bantams thoroughly outplayed
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Jenny Rogers '96 scores her first goal of the season against Nichols.
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the Lady Bison, but the outcome
of the game was still in doubt
until the sixty-ninth minute.
It was then that Jen
Sumergrade '97 rocketed a shot
from thirty-five feet away off a
header pass from Jen Rogers '96
giving the Bantams an insurance goal and a 4-2 lead. Rogers
finished the day with her best
game of the season, recording a
goal and two assists, her first
points of the season.
Before Sumergrade's goal,
her second of the year, Trinity
had trouble shaking the pesky
Bison. With coach Maureen
Pine shouting for her team to be
more aggressive early, Guild
scored ten minutes in on a
breakaway off of a long ball pass
from Rogers.
For the sophomore from
Rocky Hill, CT it was her fourth
goal of the season. In addition
to her two assists on Wednesday, Guild's 10 points in five
games almost equals her total of
12 points all of last season.
"I honestly have been lucky
this year," said Guild of her recent onslaught on opposing
goalies, "Our front line has really been workingwell together.
Consequently our passes are
coming through and are not
short. We are setting up better
shots for ourselves."
Nichols, however, battled
back from their early deficit, as
Kendra Cestone, who had already racked up 12 goals and 6
assists in her first seven games
struck again, beating Lally to a
loose ball and scoring over the
sprawled out Bantam keeper.

Trinity, not to be outdone
though, came right back fifteen
minutes later. Rogers took a
throw in from Lissa Smith '95,
shielded the defenders from the
ball with her body, then let fly
an off-balancebomb from35 feet
that sailed over the goalies head,
giving Trinity a 2-1 lead at the
intermission.
Seven minutes into the second half, Trinity got a little
breathing room, when Guild
drew a crowd, then fed Jen
Martinelli '98 on an overlap run,
who went around a defender
and scored from six feet out.
The two-goal cushion was short
lived, however, as Nichols forward Mindy Aucoin drilled a
direct penalty kick from the left
side of the box, through Lally,
cutting the lead to 3-2.
The teams then played
mostly in the middle of the field
for the next five minutes, until
Cestone was able to get off a
shot that beat Lally, but hit the
inside of the post and caromed
away, thus preventing the Bison from evening the score.
After Sumergrade's goal restored the Bantams lead to two,
Colleen McGlynn, seeing her
first playing time of the year,
took a feed from Guild and beat
her defender into the right corner of the net, giving Trinity a 52 lead, and closing out the scoring.
After the 1-1 week, the Bantams will try and regroup with
road games this week at Smith
and Wheaton, before returning
home during reading week to
face Clark and Tufts.

College View Caf e Scoreboard
This Week in Trinity Sports...

SENIOR PROFILE: Kate Carty
Each week we will profile senior athletes. This week we look at

Tuesday 10/4
Volleyball

at Amherst

Wednesday 10/5
Men's Soccer
Field Hockey w/jv

AMHERST
3:30
CONN COLLEGE1 3:30

7:00

NAME- Kate Carty
SPORT (S) - Field Hockey - Four year letter winner and member of ECAC Championship team|

Thursday 10/6
Golf
Tennis
Women's Soccer

atECAC
atUHartford
at Smith

Saturday 10/8
Men's Soccer
Volleyball
Cross Country
Tennis
Field Hockey
Football

MXT.
11:00
CONN COLLEGE 12:00
BANTAM INV. 12:00
at Clark
12:00
at Clark
12:00
at Hamilton
1:30

Sunday 10/9
JV Football
Women's Soccer
Crew

Kate Carty, a senior back for the women's field hockey team.

3:00
4:00

(1992) and NCAA Division III Final Four Finalist (1993).
POSITION- Back
MAJOR- Economics
FAVORITE CLASS TAKEN AT TRINITY- Learned most in Macroeconomics, the most
interesting was Women's Studies.
FUTURE PLANS - To drive across country this summer, then try to find a job next year...

WESTERN CONNI 1:30
at Wheaton
2:00
Head of Conn.

Maybe grad school in a year or two.
WHEN I LEAVE TRINITY, I WILL MISS MOST.. - The people and playing field hockey.
MOST MEMORABLE PERSONAL ATHLETIC OR TEAM MOMENT(S) AT TRINITY Definitely going to the NCAA Final Four last year!!
MY ROLE MODELS.. - In field hockey: previous captains and players
In life: my parents and sister... anyone who does what they are doing well and with enthusiasm.)
COLLEGE SPORTS WOULD BE BETTER IF..: More people came to support the athletes!

Golf Finishes Second in NESCAlp
Championships Behind Monanan

I TAKEN FROM STAFF REPORTS

The Trinity Golf team traveled
I toMiddleburythispastweekendand
I placed second at the NESC AC Cham[pionships. Even though the players
I did not reach their ultimate goal of winI ning the team championship, they did
I record Trinity's highest finish ever in the
I history of the NESCAC Golf Tournament.
To earn the second place finish, Trinity
I defeated teams from Williams, Bowdoin,
Colby, Tufts, Bates, Wesleyan, and
iMiddlebury. This year marked the first
I time-in many years that Trinity had
I defeated Williams.

Trinity was lead by senior Brendan MoriaHajri and
sophomore Kevin Donovan. Monahari finished
second and Donovan finished fourth overall.
Bothplayers were selected to the AU-NESCAC
golf team. The effort that was put forth by
Monahan was reminiscent of his performance
at the NESCAC Championships two years
ago. In ^992, Monahan, then a sophomore,
was the NESCACIndividual Champion when
he finished first at the championships, which
were held in Williamstown, Massachusetts.
The second place finish could also be credited to solid performances by other Trinity golfers. Worthy efforts on the links were also turned
in by Christian Sheehan '97, Michael Esposito
'95, and Zack Zehner '95.

College Vitto Cafe

Wednesday October 5

Field Hockey
CONN COLLEGE

3:30

Men's Soccer
M.I.T.

11:00

Saturday October 8

Cross Country
TRINITY INVTr.
in Manchester

12:00

St&lete # f

Come down to the
College View Cafe

View Specials:
Tuesday is $3.50*
pitcher night.

NEW!
*=Mil's Best.

Sundays>

$3.50* pitchers,

9 til closing with this ad.

This week's Tripod Athlete of
the Week is women's cross
country standout Sarah
Stuckey. The senior from
Portland, Maine finished in
first place in the Annual
Codfish Bowl Race in
Franklin, Massachusetts.
Stuckey's performance helped
propel the squad to a secorid
placefinish. ...>•

Sheppard
Gets 200th
Career Victory
BYJONMOSKOWITZ
Sports Editor

Throughout.life we find
role models and mentors who
shape our daily decisions,
from the way we think to the
way we act. But, to be personally involved with one on a
daily basis is truly unique. At
Trinity, fifty women each year
have that special opportunity.
They are the fortunate ones
that get to be coached by Robin
iheppard.
Robin Sheppard is the
head coach of the Trinity Col lege field hockey and women's
lacrosse teams. She has been
an associate professor at Trinty since 1986 and serves as the
Assistant Athletic Director and
Director of Physical Education.
This past week, coach
Sheppard recorded her 200th
career field hockey victory
with a 3-0 win at Amherst.
Coach Sheppard hasbeen
at the helm for twenty-one illustrious seasons producing a
record of 200-51-13 to date.
During that span, her teams
have won four consecutive
Northeast Intercollegiate Athletic Conference titles (19841987), advanced to the Eastern
College Athletic Conference
finals three times including
one championship in 1992.
Last season, she guided her
team into the NCAA FinalFour in the team's first year of
eligibility for the tournament.
While winning has been
synonymous with Sheppardcoached teams at Trinity, her
attitude and love for her players has been why she has enjoyed so much success.
Ashley Knowles, a freshman forward from Pittsburgh,
PA, knew that Trinity College
was the school she wanted to
attend since meeting coach
Shepp.~r<j "Mv high ^choo1
coach tfMtl (fi pi«i\ froi Robin

Sheppard. Before coming to
school (Trinity), 1 knew
Sheppard was an inspirational
coach. I heard stories about
other athletes quitting their
sports just for the opportunity
to play under coach Sheppard.
Her twenty year record has
proven astounding, so from the
outset, I knew this is where I
wanted to play."
Those heartfelt beliefs are
not only evident in the freshman players, but in the seasoned veterans as well. Senior
Beth Fenwick noted, "When I
first met with Coach Sheppard,
she was really open and
friendly, and that was a real
selling point of the college."
Like many of the athletes
that have played under
Sheppard, her ability as an allaround coach has proven her
success. Senior co-captain Kate
Carty explains, "We definitely
could not have played as well,
nor would we have gone as far
had it not been for Coach
Sheppard. When it comes to
teaching, she knows exactly
what she is talking about and
she explains things so clearly.
When if s time for motivation,
she always knows the right
thingtosay. I've been here four
years and she still always finds
a way to motivate us. If we had
any other coach, this wouldn't
be the same experience. We
wouldn't play as well, nor
would we have gone as far."
For a head coach in any
sport you are always bound to
face critics on your performance, personality, or general
coaching practices. But, until
know, there has never been
such a genuine regard for a
coach by her friends, her fellow
coaches, and by her players.
Somehow, Coach Robin
Sheppard has found a way to
be a winning coach, a winning
ie^^r in her ficid find a winning Incnu tr11 M i>ono.

Mistakes Prove Costly As Bantams are Edged by the Ephs...

Unbeaten Streak Ends At 12 Games

XATHEBINE MITCHELL

Quarterback Steve Mikulski '95 shouts signals behind center Vin Mace '95.
BY BRIAN WOODWARD
ing tackle. Miller sustained two
Trinity's defense had great
Sports Writer
cracked ribs and was on the success in stifling the Ephmen
ground for several minutes. attack during the rainy first half.
Trinity's football team had Miller took four or five Tylenol The Bantams front four led by
quite a lot riding on their huge and remained on the sidelines the hard nosed play of Sean
showdown in Williamstown, for the duration of the game. Hankard '95, held Williams'
MA this past Saturday. Coach The interception was nullified running and passing attacks in
Don Miller was aiming to win due to pass interference, and check for most of the half. Trincareernumber 150, which would Miller's toughness seemed to fire ity was successful in throwing
off the Ephmen's QB, Mike
tie him with former Trinity foot- up the Bantams.
ball coach, Dan Jessee (150-76-7
Once again, Trinity played Bajakian '96, by blitzing Marty
in 1932-66). The Bantams hoped a much stronger first quarter Tighe '95 and Bobby Ayer '97 on
to overcome their most formi- than their opponent, and scored third down situations. Bajakian
dable hurdle to repeat as first. On the Bantam's second completed only five of his ten
NESC AC champions and keep- possession of the game, the of- passes in the first half for 44
ing alive their 12 game win fense drove 85 yards in 9 plays yards.
streak. Unfortunately for Trin- to reach the end zone. The drive
Trinity improved their lead
ity, the Williams Ephmen shat- featured three great plays by early in the second quarter with
tered their dreams of a second Julian Craig '95 and a spectacu- the foot of last week's hero, R.J.
consecutive undefeated season lar touchdown grab by Tom Rondini'95. Despite a slick field,
by stuffing the Bantams on four McDavitt '95. Facing a third Rondini nailed a 31-yard field
straight plays inside their own and eight situation at their own goal splitting the uprights and
10 yard line late in the fourth 31-yard line, Mikulski dumped giving the Bantams a 9-0 lead
quarter, preserving a 22-18 Wil- the ball off to Craig, who turned with 12:18 left in the half.
liams victory.
a short reception into a 24-yard
Williams answered right
The Trinity-Williams rivalry is one of the closest and "No question the mistakes hurt us. We were
most highly competitive
matchups in Division III foot- just a penalty, or a block away from winball and this game proved no
ning. " —Quarterback Steve Mikulski '95
different. Since 1988, five of the
six contests have been decided play knocking over a few back with an impressive nine
by a touchdown or less, and in Ephmen defenders along the play, 67-yard drive that included
five instances the outcome has way. Craig on the ensuing play only one pass reception. The
been determined in the last 2 1 / bullied his way behind great Williams' offensive line domi2 minutes of play.
blocking from Tiger Reardon '96 nated the line of scrimmage as
This game was extremely to pick up 13 yards. The drive Ephmen tailback, Brian
close. Both offenses produced was completed when Mikulski Gugliotta '95, provided much of
over 300 yards 6f total offense, rifled a pass on the right hash the damage to the Bantam deand the disparity in the time of mark to McDavitt (last week's fense. On third and three on
possession (in Trinity's favor) NESCAC co-offensive player of Trinity's nine yard line,
was less than two minutes. the week). The Bantam split Gugliotta was able to squirm for
However, the 'bigplay' and pen- end was hit as he caught the four yards setting up first and
alties ultimately cost the Ban- ball, but held on and turned the goal for Williams.
tams the game. The magic that corner into the end zone as a
On the next play, Mark
Steve Mikulski '95 and the rest result of a bone-crushing block Kossick '96 took the hand-off
of the offense performed last by Craig. McDavitt's point after and busted through the middle
weekend to narrowly escape attempt failed and the Bantams of the line for a five yard touchColby, ran out after a fourth held a 6-0 lead with 4:44 left in down run. The point after atdown incompletion with just the first quarter.
Please turn to page 16.
1:55 to play in the game.
Saturday's game had a
painful beginning for Coach
Miller. Mikulski's first pass of
MEN'S & WOMEN'S SOCCER
the game supposedly was interWOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
cepted by Williams' safety, AnWOMEN'S TENNIS
drew Kurita '95, who proceeded
CROSSCOUNTRY
to take the ball towards the BanFIELD HOCKEY
tam sideline where he was
GOLF
driven out of bounds. Miller
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
was stuck in Kurita's path and
was taken down with the ensu-

Inside Tripod Sports.

Field Hot k?v/1 SHTOSWS Coach
RohinShrpparci.
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